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Abstract 

In this paper, the global production network (GPN) approach is employed to probe how regional 

institutions are functioning in the music industry and how they affect value flows in the royalty system 

of the music industry in a given territory. Besides answering these questions, the author endeavours to 

fill one theoretical gap in the GPN analytical framework that the processes between regional 

institutions and GPNs are seen as complementary interactions behind the process of strategic coupling, 

yet without any clear conceptualized discourse. This theoretical gap makes the research on institutions 

within the GPN analytical framework rare and seemingly less important. Through the case study of the 

music industry in Stockholm, Sweden, a crucial node of the global production network of music, the 

author has truly brought regional institutions into the spotlight. Accordingly, the process of the 

interactions between regional institutions and GPNs has been defined as the process of strategic 

participation in this paper. Moreover, additional discourses of technology and inter-industrial 

synergies have been opened, because previous studies of GPNs have discussed the GPN approach and 

its framework regarding mostly regional development leading to some misunderstandings about the 

position of technology and the presence of inter-industrial synergies in researching single industry 

with the GPN approach. In conclusion, regional institutions are playing significant roles in the music 

industry in Stockholm that points out the necessity and significance of conceptualizing the process of 

strategic participation. More studies on institutions and the concept of strategic participation are 

needed in order to find more evidence and enrich GPNs literature. 
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Foreword 

A few years ago, I observed that many of my friends like listening to Nordic music, particularly, 

Swedish post-rock music. I was thinking, at that moment, why Nordic music is so fascinating that 

people in China, with such a geographically remote distance to the Scandinavian Peninsula, and let 

alone cultural and societal differences between countries, would like to listen to and appreciate music 

hits from there. When I moved to Stockholm and have lived here for years, I gave the answer that the 

favourable cultural atmosphere and well-established social welfare system offer a prosperous creative 

environment that can motivate citizens to produce attractive creative productions, and music is one of 

these creations. Even so, globalization and digitalization also added fuels to the trend that Nordic 

music is appreciated all over the world. Because of these, music industries in Nordic countries are 

facing a greater opportunity than ever before. After having this understanding, another problem came 

to my mind is how Nordic countries and music creators from there can benefit from the consumption 

of their music in other countries. It is apparent that musicians or music bands can get paid directly or 

later on when they go aboard and give live performances there, but we all know that it is just a part of 

the cake and it is difficult for some independent local bands and music creators to pick up this 

particular part of the cake. Most importantly, the most lucrative value of music is the copyright of 

musical works in the long term, instead of the remuneration of one-off live performance. But you 

probably will also be confused about how the compensation to the rightsholders can travel across the 

boundaries of countries and hand over step by step from music users to music creators, if you imagine 

you are listening to a song created by a Swedish songwriter on a streaming music platform owned by 

Tencent2, or you want to legally play several music hits produced by Swedish producers at your own 

coffee shop as background music for attracting more customers in China. This paper initially hopes to 

answer such a question and understand how the business world of the global music industry is 

operating. In virtue of the GPN approach, the study goes beyond superficial concerns.  

 

                                                      
2 A Chinese music entertainment giant, is one of the top streaming service providers in China, listed on 

Nasdaq, USA. 
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Introduction 

The global economy, with its fundamental geographical unevenness and huge inequalities, initiates the 

potential of global production networks (GPNs) in all kinds of industries, just like the highly 

developed global music industry. When various GPNs replace traditional forms of economic 

arrangements and play a critical role in the maintenance of the global economy, it is pressing and 

necessary to explore and fully understand these emerging economic forms in order to comprehend the 

dynamic organizational and geographical complexities of the global economy better and handle more 

and more complex global challenges received from the mutable global economic environment. In 

order to understand these new economic forms, proper approaches are needed. Economic geographers 

have developed many approaches to examine and study more and more globalized industries in order 

to understand the underlying mechanism of the global economy. Among others, a considerable amount 

of literature has been published on global value chains (GVCs) and global commodity chains (GCCs) 

approaches. These studies undoubtedly enriched our understanding of the complexity of the global 

economy, and to some extent helped us comprehend GPNs. However, extensive research has shown 

that the previous GVCs and GCCs approaches are limited due to their firm-centricity analytical focus 

and linear interpretations of how production systems run and create value. Thus, they cannot 

appropriately illustrate the dynamics of value flows and the roles of extra-firm actors within GPNs. 

 

It is now well established from a variety of studies, that the more recent GPN approach, as a broad-

based relational approach, has more potentials to help us uncover the hidden secrets of GPNs in the 

contemporary global economy and research the issue of regional development in a given territory as a 

specific node within the network, partly because of its holistic analytical framework and advanced 

interpretation of value. Researchers who adopt such an approach can ‘follow-the-network’ outwards 

from that starting point to uncover the variegated interconnections and interdependencies between a 

broad range of social actors that formulate GPNs and affect the processes of value creation, 

enhancement and capture therein (Coe, Dicken & Hess, 2008a). Even though the GPN approach has 

been formulated and developed over one decade with a well-established analytical framework, GPNs 

scholars have not treated the roles and functions of institutions in much detail. The processes between 

regional institutions and GPNs are seen as complementary interactions behind the process of strategic 

coupling, yet without any clear conceptualized discourse in the GPN analytical framework. In 

addition, the common understanding in the present GPN approach that the functions of institutions, in 

particular, regional institutions are to help or mediate regional assets to fulfil the needs of lead firms in 

GPNs, is not incorrect. But the way to simply incorporate the functions of institutions as the 

supplementary into the process of strategic coupling leads to the insufficiency of the conceptualization 

of the interactions between institutions and GPNs. It is also obligatory on the phenomenon that less 

attention is put on institutions in GPNs literature. In this paper, I argue to revisit the roles of 

institutions as a crucial extra-firm actor in GPNs. This paper also highlights the importance of 

institutions in GPNs, as well as the necessity and significance of the conceptualization of the processes 

between regional institutions and GPNs.   

 

Among other industries, the music industry has gained a lot of attention from economic geographers. 

The music industry and the production of music convey a particular revealing focus for economic-

geographical research as a result of the ways in which music production is locked in multiple layers of 

networks, involving a variety of actors, in particular given that new internet and digital technologies 

render ungraded networking over geographical scales (Connell & Gibson, 2003; see also Watson, 

2012). Other than ‘traditional’ industries, the value flows of the music industry are relatively not 
straightforward. Usually, not only cannot one-off transaction complete the transferring process of the 

total value of the works generated by music creators (e.g. songwriters or composer) -though it is often 

the case that occurs between up-stream firms and down-stream firms in traditional industries- but the 
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ways that rightsholders can get the remuneration (also described as compensation, royalties) of their 

works are also temporally hysteretic and geographically irregular in the global music industry. In 

addition, copyright protections and digitalization make musical creations more sensitive to the scale of 

consumption concerning the value enhancement and accumulation of single musical production in a 

sense. These features to some extent lead the functions and roles of institutions in the music industry 

being more crucial than other industries ever revealed, and the participation of regional institutions is 

significant for all of interest groups in the music industry. Therefore, to understand how institutions 

are participating in the music industry is of significance, because it helps to fully comprehend the 

global production network of music, to know how the royalty system is established around institutions 

in the music industry, and to confront the future challenges led by the effect of global trends, like the 

evolution of technology, in the global music industry. However, the previous literature on the music 

industry gravitates to overwhelmingly converge to artiste and recording company centred views of the 

music industry and musical products whose process are undoubtedly the basis of the music industry’s 

activities and profitability, but there is a matter that such views tend to omit many of the related 
activities and factors that can be considerable parameters of a music industrial system (Power & 

Jansson, 2004). This paper attempts to show that the research of the strategic participation of 

institutions in the music industry should and can be carried out with a holistic system approach 

perspective.  

 

Therefore, there are two general purposes in this paper, one intent of this paper is to rethink about the 

roles of institutions in GPNs and to make original contributions on the conceptualization of the 

processes between regional institutions and GPNs. Another purpose is to put the roles of institutions at 

the central place in examining the global production network of music and to bring a holistic broad-

based relational approach -the GPN approach- into the research of the music industry in economic 

geography. This study employs a qualitative case study to investigate the music industry in Stockholm 

where is a crucial node of the global production network of music. By using semi-structured 

interviews and documentary analysis, this study aims to answer what functions and roles of 

institutions are playing in the global production network of music, and how institutions affect the 

value flows of the global production network of music and the development of the music industry in a 

given territory. Through analysing the case study, I attempt to explain the phenomenon of ‘more than 

strategic coupling’ which I have encountered in my empirical study of the music industry in 

Stockholm and conceptualize the processes of the interactions between regional institutions and GPNs 

as the process of strategic participation. Additionally, the discourses of the role of technology in GPNs 

and the presence of inter-industrial synergies as one of the regional assets in the GPN approach are 

opened.  

 

First of all, this study provides new insights into GPNs literature by originally conceptualizing the 

process of strategic participation occurred between regional institutions and GPNs within the GPN 

analytical framework. It is expected that the conceptualization of strategic participation will invoke 

more studies of the places of institutions in GPNs by the advocates of GPNs and economic 

geographers, and also contribute to a deeper understanding of GPNs and a more well-established GPN 

approach. In addition, this is the first study to undertake a comprehensive analysis of institutions in the 

music industry research with the GPN approach perspective. This work will generate fresh insights 

into the study of the music industry by emphasizing the roles of regional institutions in the ecosystem 

of music production. Moreover, this study is also significant regarding urban and regional planning 

issues, because this type of economic-geographical knowledge concerning the GPN approach can help 

regional planners build up a comprehensive understanding of the present regional industries. That 

makes them formulate regionally specific policies better and enact a better regional development plan, 

fully considering regionally economic, social and cultural features. Nevertheless, despite the fact that 

in this paper the process of strategic participation has been conceptualized and briefly discoursed, 

there remains many details of this conceptualization that need to be further studied through more case 

studies and a comparative approach. Furthermore, the additional definition of unpredictable synergy 

and the additional discourse of the role of technology should be further debated.   
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This paper has been structured in the following way. In the second section of this paper, the concept of 

GPNs and the GPN approach have been reviewed while, in particular, the three pillars, value, power, 

and embeddedness in the GPN analytical framework and how institutions are perceived in the 

framework have been recapped. In addition, the concept of strategic coupling has been critically 

reviewed and the previous research of the music industry in economic geography have also been 

examined. In the methodology section, the aims of this research have been reiterated and research 

questions have been articulated. Furthermore, what methods have been employed in this research and 

why these methods are adopted have also been answered. Last but not least, the general analysis of 

qualitative interviews has been conducted so that the features of empirical data can be delineated. In 

the fourth section, the music industry in Stockholm has been properly introduced, in particular, 

regional collecting societies are familiarized. In addition to that, a picture of reductionist value flows 

of the royalty system of the music industry in a given place has been stylized so that how value is 

created, enhanced and captured in the music industry can be enunciated. Based on the previous 

elaboration, in the fifth section the process of strategic participation is conceptualized, and the role of 

technology and the existence of inter-industrial synergies as one of the regional assets in GPN 

analytical framework are discoursed. In the discussion and conclusion chapter, the main findings have 

been re-emphasized, some other concerns that have not been answered in this paper are discussed and 

new directions in researching institutions through the GPN approach are suggested. Last but not least, 

some concluding remarks and major contributions of this paper to GPNs literature, the research of the 

music industry and the society, are provided. 

Literature Review 

Global Production Networks 

The GPN Concept 

After ‘chain’ mindset and GCCs/GVCs literature have been dominant in economic geography research 

for decades, there is a need to bring fresh air – namely, more advanced theorized concept and analysis 

framework – to this field so that economic geographers can better analyse and handle the increasing 

complexity of the society and its geographically asymmetric economic development. In order to 

understand the dynamics of development in a given place and the portray of its specific industries, 

how the places and the industries are being evolved by the flows of capital, labour, knowledge, power, 

etc. and simultaneously how the industries and the places are imposing on these flows must be 

comprehended (Henderson, Dicken, Hess, Coe & Yeung, 2002). Worse still, Globalization has 
challenged the validity of traditional, state-centred, forms of social science and those concepts – 

GCCs/GVCs – that are involved ‘global’ term, yet the focuses are not broad enough to incorporate the 

entire impact of globalization (Henderson et al., 2002). However, any approach that hopes to go 
beyond the merely superficial must be able to consider a variety of institutions and interest groups, and 

consolidate the intricate transactions, interactions and (power) relationships of those who operate at 

multi-scalar layers and territorialities through their tangible or intangible means to compete and/or 

cooperate mutually in order to provide their offering productions or services (Coe et al., 2008a). 

Simultaneously, these processes – laden with economic, political, social and cultural issues – are 

occurring in the localities where many people are dependent to earn a living, and bringing specific 

geographical fallouts for the localities continuously, and in turn, such fallouts are going to influence 

the positionalities of the localities alternately and reciprocally (Sayer, 2001; see also Coe et al., 

2008a), these continuous reciprocities should also be concerned by the approach. 
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No other than realizing these requirements, Henderson, Dicken, Hess, Coe and Yeung (2002; see also 

Coe, 2012; Coe et al., 2008a; Hess & Yeung, 2006) have formulated the concept ‘global production 

networks’ upon their profound understandings of the antecedents – GCCs/GVCs – by absorbing their 

strengths and eliminating their limits. In the definition, they described that a GPN can be extensively 

recognized as the globally interlaced nexus of interdependent functions and operations of firms and 

non-firm institutions – for instance, non-profit organizations, local associations, inter-governmental 

organizations – through which goods and services are produced, distributed and consumed worldwide 

(Henderson et al., 2002). Coe et al. (2008a) have further annotated that a GPN whose interconnected 

nodes and links geographically and spatially widen across national boundaries orchestrates parts of 

various national and subnational sections. And it is worth to note that these scholars have also 

specified that the material economic processes of production, distribution, and consumption are not 

simply motivated by firms within a GPN, though these processes are at the core of a GPN.  

 

In addition, The GPN is seen to displace the multinationals as the most effective form of industrial 

organization, that also implies a shift that moves previous firm-centricity concepts towards a more 

holistic concept in economic geography field in response to three essential processes of globalization, 

scilicet, the dominance of liberalization of policies and markets, the prompt uptake of information and 

communication technologies, and the kick-off of ‘global’ competition (Henderson et al., 2002; Coe et 

al., 2008a). The GPN thus has become both organizationally more intricate and also progressively 

global in its geographic extent (Henderson et al., 2002). As a generic form of economic arrangements, 

the GPN concept has been emphasized that it is inherently dynamic and in flux, and its spatio-

temporality is various and contingent (Coe et al., 2008a). Because, as stated by Henderson et al. 

(2002) earlier, though each GPN can be drawn down by placing its agents and outlining their mutual 

connections, such a multi-scalar network is built-up and evolved over time by its agents with 

asymmetrical influence and power which cannot be depicted down, instead, these power relationships 

are always in flux. In addition, GPNs break through national and regional boundaries in highly various 

measures, affected partly by regulatory and non-regulatory obstacles and local socio-cultural 

conditions, to create numerous subsets that are ambiguously territorial (Coe, Hess, Yeung, Dicken & 

Henderson, 2004; see also Henderson et al., 2002; Dicken & Malmberg, 2001). Indeed, GPNs are 

contested fields, composed of not only local or multinational firms but also a diversity of actors and 

institutions, which struggle over the construction of economic relationships, governance structures, 

institutional rules and norms, and discursive frames. Each of these actors has its own interests and 

agendas, and the extent to which these disparate agendas can be achieved incontestably depends on the 

relative power structure behind those knots in specific situations (Levy, 2008; see also Coe et al., 

2008a). 

The GPN Approach and its Analytical Framework 

In addition to the above, these economic geographers, the so-called Manchester School of GPNs, have 

incrementally constituted a global production network approach and its analytical framework based on 

this new heuristic concept (Niewiadomski, 2014). Their approach endeavours to consolidate all kinds 

of network configurations and to enclose all pertinent sets of actors, relationships and power structures 

within its framework (Wei, 2010; see also Coe et al., 2008a). The latest outcome of their new 

contributions of this approach, was a conceptual framework that explores how companies operate and 

control their global businesses, including the elements through which these can be influenced by 

multi-level governments, labour associations, non-profit organizations and other institutional aspects 

in specific localities, together with the implications of this for industrial upgrading, value capture, and 

regional development in these given places (Henderson et al., 2002; also see Rainnie, Herod & 

McGrath-Champ, 2011). Simply put, in the regional development context, the GPN approach provides 

a broad relational framework for examining contemporary forms of industrial organization and 

governance, and their relationship with the processes of local or regional development (Coe, Dicken & 

Hess, 2008b; see also Afewerki, Karlsen & MacKinnon, 2019). This analytical framework is also 

helpful for understanding the developing geographies of the global economy, by emphasizing the 
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complex intra-, inter- and extra-firm entanglements that formulate production systems and concerning 

how these are constituted organizationally and geographically (Coe & Hess, 2010).  

 

Hess and Yeung (2006) argued that the GPN approach focuses on at least five strands. 1.the influence 

of non-firm institutions, for instance, unions, non-profit organizations, etc.; 2. the embeddedness of 

GPNs and how actors are ‘filled in’ and ‘refilled in’ by the economic, social and political personality 

of the regions they reside; 3. The complex and non-linear networks of firms participated in every step 

of offering the final goods and services, and how they are constructed organizationally and 

geographically, at heterogeneously spatial layers; 4. The significance of the processes of value 

creation, enhancement, and capture; 5. The multiplicity, distribution and interaction of power within 

GPNs. The GPN approach thus can be identified in five key aspects amongst other approaches (e.g. 

GVC, GCC). First, a broad range of non-firm organizations -for instance, non-profit organizations, 

labour associations, and government agencies- are necessarily brought into view, that facilitate firm 

activities in the particular territories articulated into GPNs. Second, the GPN approach is inherently 

multi-scalar incorporating the interactions and joint legislation of all territorial scales from the regional 

to the global. Third, this network approach is moving beyond the ‘chain’ notion by integrating vertical 

and horizontal connections so as to keep deterministic linear interpretations of how production 

systems run and create value away. Fourth, a critical aim of GPN analysis is to unfold the dynamic 

developmental impacts resulting for both the firms and interconnected territories, instead of 

considering the networks in an abstracted manner for their individual interest. Fifth, the governance 

features of GPNs are considered to be complex, contingent and mutable over time (Coe & Hess, 

2010).  

 

The GPN analysis then keeps the territoriality of institutional and regulatory contexts and non-firm 

components as actors and matters which are absorbed from much GCCs and GVCs analysis (Rainnie 

et al., 2011). Consequently, the major difference between a GPN and GVC/GCC approach is that the 

former aims to be more comprehensive than the latter, even though this exhibits considerable practical 

problems (Coe et al., 2008b). Essentially, the GPN approach is a broad relational framework which 

endeavours to outperform the very valuable yet practically more restricted GCC and GVC 

formulations, because in a sense GPNs strive to synthesize all kinds of network configuration and 

GPNs attempt to encompass all relevant sets of actors and relationships whereas GCCs/GVCs 

narrowly consider the governance of inter-firm transactions (Coe et al., 2008b). As such, the approach 

provides an open and geographically sensitive viewpoint that goes beyond the relatively more limited 

and linear perspectives established by related GCC and GVC approaches (Henderson et al., 2002; see 

also MacKinnon, 2011). Several specific advantages that such an explicitly networked approach brings 

can be embodied. Among others, there are two notable merits that it allows us to identify a wide range 

of non-firm actors as components of the overall production system, and the connections and synergies 

between processes of value creation, enhancement, and capture in different production networks can 

be brought into view (Weller, 2008; see also Coe et al., 2008b). Importantly, in order to use the GPN 

approach correctly, both of endogenous growth factors within specific regions and also the strategic 

needs of the transnational actors that coordinate GPNs must be paid attention, because endogenous 

factors that give advantages to the particular regions are necessary, but not sufficient, to generate value 

and growth in the increasingly global competition (Coe & Hess, 2010).   

Table 1. categories of three fundamental pillars within the GPN framework. Source: Henderson et al., 2002; Hess, 2004. 

Categories  Value Power Embeddedness 

  Creation Corporate Territorial 

  Enhancement Collective Societal 

  Capture Institutional Network 

 
The architecture of the GPN framework has three fundamental pillars which are value, power, and 

embeddedness, as shown in Table 1. The operationalization of the framework relies on the analysis of 

these three interrelated variables (Henderson et al., 2002; see also Coe et al., 2008a; Coe & Hess, 
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2010) and each of these three categories directly relates to one of the three identified research gaps 

(Niewiadomski, 2014). Within the GPN analytical framework, value is defined as both Marxian 

notions of surplus value and more orthodox ones associated with economic rents (Henderson et al., 

2002). The value thus refers to various forms of economic rents that can be realized through the 

market as well as non-market transactions and exchanges. There are two significant implications to 

have this conception of value as economic rents. First, value takes on different shapes going through 

those spatialized value flows, that means value can be in different forms in different territories within 

one GPN. As illustrated by Kaplinsky (2005), rents can be created in a place where a firm has access 

to scare resources that can prevent them from the competition by setting obstacles to entry for rivals. 

Firms may be able to formulate economic rents within GPNs in a variety of means, from asymmetric 

access to key product and process technologies (technological rents), from lobbying for more rigorous 

copyright legislation (legislative rents, in particular, in creative and cultural industries), from 

mastering particular organizational skills(organizational rents), from exploiting more marketplaces 

(scale rents), from various inter-firm relationships involving the management of production linkages 
with other firms (relational rents) or from establishing brand-name prominence in major markets 

(brand rents) (Coe & Hess, 2010). Institutions and other actors, of course, can generate various forms 

of economic rent as well in GPNs. Second, local and non-local actors have various capacities to 
generate different forms of rent in GPNs. Some regions might be better in creating and retaining a 

particular form of rent. For instance, a region that is clustered with certain configurations of labours, 

capital and state institutions, it might be better for such a region to be specializing and competitive in 

one kind of economic rent in order to gain economies of scale, though several forms of rents are 

existing in a particular location usually(Coe et al., 2004). GPN actors are restlessly trying to initiate, 

enhance, and capture value through a range of strategies, including the development of capabilities, the 

control of technology, the utilization of interfirm relations and branding (Henderson et al. 2002). 

However, the capacity of regions to capture value is a dynamic outcome of the complex bargaining 

process between regional institutions, lead firms, and of course other actors in GPNs, that involves the 

second pillar of the GPN analytical framework, power. 

 

Power is originated from network relationships and hence differs according to the actors involved in 

the network, the structural and informational resources that they have at their positions, and the 

effectiveness with which they are organized (Coe & Hess, 2010). Notably, power structures at a given 

node in one GPN will influence and be influenced by power structures at other nodes of the network. 

A series of exchange relationships continuously occur in GPNs, and various forms of power that 

balance along the network will affect the capacity of its actors to capture value (Coe & Hess, 2010). 

Value enhancement and capture within GPNs can be affected determinately by the source of power 

and the ways in which it is exerted, so as the prospects for development and prosperity (Henderson et 

al., 2002).  

 

There are corporate, collective and institutional forms of power which are of significance, and each of 

forms has different implications, though they are all derived from local and non-local structural 

conditions of GPNs. Here corporate power intimates the extent to which multinationals in the GPN has 

the ability to impose on decisions and resource distributions, whilst institutional power implies the 

exhibition of power of the national or regional governmental sectors, international inter-state agencies, 

the ‘Bretton Woods’ institutions and the World Trade Organization, the various UN agencies, and the 

international credit rating agencies which exert a distinctive form of private institutional power. The 

capacity of these five categories of institutions to exert power to impact on the investment and other 

decisions of firms articulated into GPNs is inescapably uneven and various (Henderson et al., 2002). 

Collective power is understood as a form of power excised by the actions of collective agents who 

pursue to impose on firms at particular locations in GPNs, their respective governments, and 

international agencies in some cases. In most circumstances where such agencies are engaged, they 

effort to exert countervailing power either directly on particular firms or groups of firms within given 

networks or indirectly on national governments or international agencies (Henderson et al., 2002).  
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Different forms of power are mobilized by different actors who participate in GPNs (Henderson et al, 

2002), though sometimes one group of actors can have more than one form of power. Besides firms 

which are enmeshed in these networked forms of power, a board range of institutions may also shape 

the structure and nature of GPNs. In certain contexts, regional institutions may formulate their region-

specific assets to negotiate with multinationals so that their power relations are not necessarily one-

way in favour of the latter, that implies power relationships are reciprocal, but not necessarily 

symmetrical or exclusively behind lead firms with powerless regional institutions. The bargaining 

position of such institutions can be significantly high when their regional assets are highly 

complementary to the strategic needs of lead firms and GPNs (Coe & Hess, 2010), though within 

GPNs power is usually asymmetrically allocated and lesser firms sometimes have sufficient autonomy 

to develop and exert their own strategies for enhancing their operation (Henderson et al, 2002).  

 

The third pillar of the GPN framework is embeddedness which also has three different forms, 
territorial embeddedness, societal embeddedness and network embeddedness respectively. GPNs do 

not only connect firms functionally and territorially, but also match aspects of the social and spatial 

arrangements in which those firms are embedded. The precise nature and articulation of GPNs are 

deeply influenced by the solid socio-political, institutional and cultural localities, which thus impact 

on their actors’ strategies and the value flows, priorities, labour markets and communities alike 

(Henderson et al., 2002). The relationships or interactions between network actors and territories are 

thus exceedingly intricate, and these reciprocally constructive processes of embeddedness are thus 

defined as the territorial embeddedness (Dicken & Malmberg, 2001; Hess, 2004). The nature of this 

embeddedness would become far more complex if the geographical extensiveness and complexity of 

GPNs increased (Coe et al., 2008b). In addition to the effect of host economies, the actors’ home 

countries can also involve a form of embeddedness, called societal embeddedness. Network actors 

have a history that forges their perception, strategies, and actions, which therefore are path-dependent 

(Hess, 2004). The last form of embeddedness is network embeddedness which is related to the issues 

of connectivity, heterogeneity and cartography, and their mutable changes over time. Although 

network embeddedness has an innate spatial element, this spatiality is no precondition for network 

embeddedness, instead, a descriptive dimension. This type of embeddedness should be seen as a 

dynamic process of embedding and disembedding, instead of a spatiotemporal inlay (Hess, 2004). 

 

The GPN framework scrutinizes the various ways in which value can be created, enhanced and 

captured for the interest of various locations and actors (Henderson et al., 2002; also see 

Niewiadomski, 2014). In addition, the GPN explicitly admits that firms, governments and other 

economic actors from different societies which sometimes have different interests and priorities. 

Consequently, the logic of the network’s structure and the allocation of corporate power, that represent 

the implications of the GPNs for firms and economic development at each spatial node, sometimes 

cannot be extracted out by other actors. Strictly speaking, actions from all of network actors can 
potentially have meaningful implications for the economic and social fallouts of the GPNs in the 

nodes where these network actors coalesce, and these implications seemingly are distinct for each of 

actors. Simultaneously, in some sectors, technological alliances and licensing agreements might have 

significant developmental implications for the specific GPNs and regions (Henderson et al., 2002). 

The GPN is definitely not advanced as an overarching framework that is able to seize the myriad 

complexities of economic globalization yet, but it is capable of conveying a better analytic measure on 

the mobile international allocation of production and consumption than has previously been possible 

through exerting three fundamental pillars in its analysis (Henderson et al, 2002). 

Institutions 

The role of institutions within the GPN framework is additionally reviewed herein, because in later 

chapters the functions and roles of institutions are the particular focuses. It is argued that the GPN 

approach not only has a greater interest upon territoriality, but also pays attention to the issue of power 
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regarding the institutions and its capacity to affect the asymmetricity of value capture, on both the firm 

and the territorial aspects (Rainnie et al., 2011). In principle, the institutional arrangements influence 

both locally and globally in the GPNs. Institutions can be considerably important in the initial creation 

of value locally, in also its enhancement and capture. Additionally, they can be extremely significant 

and influential in formulating standards regarding labour relations, working conditions, and wage 

levels, etc. In other words, they are central to the question of whether GPNs can bring sustained 

economic and social improvement in the nodes they coalesce. It is, however, critical to admit that the 

consequences, which institutions make for GPNs, and their regional and international operations can 

be positive or negative (Henderson et al, 2002). Although the effect of institutions, in particular, civil 

society organizations (CSOs) differs enormously, they have to undoubtedly be taken into account in 

GPN analyses, as they are fundamentally important actors in the ecosystem (Coe et al., 2008a). 

Unfortunately, GPNs literature is especially silent on institutions, as Coe et al. (2008a) criticized some 

time ago, “far too much of it pays little more than lip service to the institutional and geographical 

environments within which GPNs not only operate but also are formed and shaped.” Latterly, 
Afewerki et al. (2019) also pointed out the matter that the role of states and other institutional actors, 

and the mechanisms through which they constitute markets and shape industries, remain rather 

understudied in current GPNs literature, though the GPN approach emphasizes how various important 
force affect the firms and non-firm actors involved in the global production of goods and services, and 

the allocation of power within these GPNs (Afewerki et al., 2019). This situation is caused to some 

extent by the conceptualization of strategic coupling. 

Strategic Coupling 

The novelty of the GPN approach relies on its attention on the processes of strategic coupling between 

local actors in given locations and global lead firms in GPNs (Yeung, 2009). The approach focuses on 

the dynamic ‘strategic coupling’ of GPNs and regional assets, a junction mediated by institutional 

activities across different territories. Regional development ultimately relies on if this coupling 

engenders processes of value creation, enhancement and, most importantly, capture (Coe et al., 2004). 

Strategic coupling is defined as a mutually dependent and fundamental process involving mutual 

interest and cooperation between two or more groups of actors who otherwise might not coalesce for a 

common strategic objective. It is about dynamic relational interactions and mechanism (Yeung, 2009; 

see also Yeung, 2016). In the GPN approach, both of regions and GPNs are relational constructions 

and social formations which are shaped through changing actor-specific interactions, and they are not 

autonomous actors who effect spatial change unconsciously. Instead, commercialized firms (i.e. both 

multinationals and their strategic partners) and institutions in the political, economic and social 

domains are key actors that bring GPNs and territories together through their reciprocally fundamental 

relational processes. This is why the concept of strategic coupling becomes the central concept in the 

GPN approach. The concept expresses how key actors in given locations become absorbed into the 

GPNs, through trans-regional processes that involve not only material flows in transactional terms but 

also non-material flows (e.g. intelligence, information) (Yeung, 2009). 

 

When region-specific economies can likely fulfil the strategic needs of trans-territorial actors involved 

within GPNs, and such a complementary demand exists between regions and GPNs, a coupling 

process will occur through that the relational advantages of regions interplay with the strategic needs 

of these actors in these GPNs. Such a coupling process thus is mutably characterized by the rapidly 

changing strategic needs of GPNs and the relatively slow transformations in regional economies of 

scale and scope (Coe et al., 2004). The successful articulation of local firms from these territories into 

GPNs is subject to the necessary processes of strategic coupling through which these latecomer firms’ 

emergent capabilities and organizational choices have to couple with the evolving strategic needs and 

aims of multinationals in their coordination and orchestration of production networks across territorial 

boundaries (Yeung, 2016). Strategic coupling process implies several unique features. First, it is 

strategic because the process is led by key actors in GPNs for their own or mutual interest with the 

active involvement and international action, instead of, unconscious appearance. Second, because the 

coupling process is subject to change rather than permanent, it is temporally and spatially contingent. 
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Third, the process of strategic coupling transcends territorial boundaries and geographical scales, as 

actors in GPNs are normally from different geographical locations and their exercises spread out to 

various geographical scales. The processes of strategic coupling match regional assets to the strategic 

needs of GPNs, that requires the existence of a proper institutional structure that simultaneously 

promotes regional advantage and enhances the region’s involvement in GPNs (Coe et al, 2004). At the 

conceptual level, in fact, the strategic coupling is premised on three structural conditions: 1. The 

emergence of transnational communities; 2. Dynamic changes in industrial organizations; And 3. 

More sophisticated state-firm relations and supportive industrial policy (Yeung, 2016). These features 

and preconditions of strategic coupling can be used to indicate if there is the process of strategic 

coupling in a specific node of GPNs.  

 

The GPN approach has made a major contribution in rethinking regional development processes in 

relational terms (Coe et al., 2004), successfully overcoming the neglect of exogenous processes that 

characterized new regionalist research in the 1990s (MacKinnon, Cumbers & Chapman, 2002). 

Meanwhile, the central concept of strategic coupling underlines the dynamic processes by which 

regional assets are matched to the strategic needs of lead firms in GPNs while regional institutions are 

playing a complementary role in this process (Yeung, 2009; Coe & Hess, 2010; see also MacKinnon, 

2011). The concept of strategic coupling provides a lens through which value creation, enhancement, 

and capture by firms, institutions, and households can be examined (Coe & Hess, 2010). As a crucial 

theoretical junction for comprehending industrial transformation in an era of GPNs, this midrange 

concept of strategic coupling has come to reign a broad range of high-growth industries (Yeung, 

2016).  

 

No single state or private institution, no matter how internally cohesive and institutionally 

autonomous, can dictate and control this process (Yeung, 2016). However, this conceptualization of 

strategic coupling does not state that regional institutions are unimportant, as explained earlier. In 

contrast, such complementarity and coupling effects can be improved and exploited through the 

participation of particular sets of ‘regional’ institutions. The term ‘regional’ must be used carefully 

here. In practice, regional development is not just shaped by regionally specific institutions, but also 

by a variety of extra-local organization that can have an impact on economic or non-economic 

activities within a region (Coe et al., 2004). The role of regional institutions is to make sure strategic 

coupling occurs by helping regional assets to fulfil the needs of lead firms in GPNs (MacKinnon, 

2011). Nevertheless, the conceptualization of GPNs undoubtedly needs further refinement (Coe et al., 

2008a). When GPNs scholars attempt to depict the interactions and practices between regional assets 

and GPNs, and their impact on regional development by using the concept of strategic coupling, the 

importance of institutions for a single industry has been lowered because the roles of institutions are 

just seen as complementary to the central process of strategic coupling. Even though Coe and Yeung 

(2015) have explicitly exhibited the roles, value activity, areas of influence, and impact on firm 

activity of extra-firm actors as much as they can, and particularly they pointed out the bargaining and 

cooperation positions of regional institutions, when they endeavoured to upgrade the GPN approach 

into GPNs 2.0 version. Simply incorporating the functions of institutions, in particular, regional 

institutions as the supplementary however leads to the insufficiency of the conceptualization of the 

interactions between institutions and GPNs. It is obligatory on the phenomenon that less attention is 

put on institutions in GPNs literature. To avoid being reductionism, strategic coupling needs to have a 

more comprehensive view of what generates value beyond the firm and development beyond the 

economic (Hess, 2009; see also Coe & Hess, 2010). In fact, beyond the firm and corporate networks, 

value is also created by institutions and households when they attempt to make their livelihoods 

through accessing and transforming available resources (Coe & Hess, 2010). To conclude, as Coe et 

al. (2008a) expressed the entry point does not matter and where the boundaries are of a GPN is a moot 

point, I suppose however the further conceptualization of the processes between institutions and GPNs 

is needed. 
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Economic Geography and the Music Industry 

The popular music industry has become an important global industry and an important domain of 

economic activities, one that operates on a wide range of intersecting territorial scales (Power & 

Hallencreutz, 2002). The production of music is a number of intersecting networks where ideas and 

commodities are initiated amongst individuals and firms, instead of a series of linear activities 

undertaken by different single firms and music creators. The boundaries between creativity, 

innovation, production, and distribution are often very vague, and actors and institutions are frequently 

engaged into several various networks (Power & Hallencreutz, 2007). Even so, the music industry 

was, geographically, increasingly globalized and clustered commonly in some metropolises. In the 

USA, Scott (2000) revealed that the majors, a variety of independent labels, supporting functional 

institutions, and even record manufacturing are clustered in three cities, Los Angeles, New York and, 

to a lesser extent, Nashville. In Canada, major and independent record companies have conventionally 

concentrated in Toronto with the majority of the country’s music-related services and infrastructure 

(Hracs et al., 2011; see also Hracs, 2012). The reasons for agglomeration were often as much cultural, 

environmental and social as an outcome of rational economic location decision-making in the music 

industry (Power & Jansson, 2004). In other words, this concentration is steered by several benefits of 

agglomeration, including lower transaction and infrastructure costs, easy access to skilled labour pools 

and specialized services, and the ability to connect competitors and the world, as also observed in 

other cultural industries (Florida & Jackson, 2010; Hracs, 2012). In practice, the spatial concentration 

of music infrastructure, musicians and music creators is also likely near around the major labels 

(Leyshon 2009; Hracs, 2012). Indeed, the existence of large global firms, the ‘majors’, that have 

oligopolistic control over the entire value chain in the global music industry is an inevitable theme to 

discuss. However, it would be wrong to think that the music industry is just about the majors. There is 

a variety of independent music companies ranging broadly in size and specialism, besides, the 

increasing use of project working within the industry further presents the diversity and multiplicity of 

the organizational forms and innovation paths in the music industry (Power & Hallencreutz, 2007).  

 

Furthermore, the music industry is a puzzling and constantly evolving industry which has a long 

history continually shaped by not only musical but also technological innovation and change, 

particularly, new technology has most significantly impacted the types of carrier on which music can 

be saved, transferred and consumed (Jones, 2002; Power & Jansson, 2004). The interactions between 

the music industry and technological activities are developing new opportunities for adding value to 

the core product of music production and exploiting the maximum from the copyright that does exist 

(Power & Jansson, 2004). Digital technologies are innovating the tools of production, generating new 

channels and forms of promotion, distribution and consumption, that exposes local firms to global 

competition in the music industry, reduces entry barriers and increases total supply (Bugge, 2011; 

Hracs, 2012; Hracs, Jakob & Hauge, 2013; Hracs & Jansson, 2017). The most striking case is the 

appearance of streaming music services, which renders the music industry’s greatest prospective 

source of income and are considerably favourable among consumers. Establishing new sources of 

income from digital market has obtained tremendous attention from record companies, their share of 

global revenues obtained through digital channels was 58.9% in 2018, rose by about 5.1% compared 

to 2017 and increased by over 37% from 21.8% in 2008 when the digital music database Spotify was 

first launched in Sweden, given that there was no income from the digital market in 2003 (Thomes, 

2013; IFPI Global Music Report 2019, 2019). The contemporary music industry, where digital 

technologies have transformed traditional business models and organizational structures, is thus in 

flux, as concrete infrastructure and the presence of majors are becoming relatively less important 

(Hracs et al., 2011).  

 

Technology is democratizing the production and distribution of music by eroding the power of the 
majors, that makes the music industry mutable (Hracs, 2012). However, there is still something that 

continuously matters. As Power & Hallencreutz (2002) affirmed, the critical roles of intellectual 

property rights (IPR) regimes and associated industrial and firm structure are extremely decisive for 
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the ‘profitability’ of music, copyright legislation and IPR are the fundamental institutions upon which 

the present music industry rests. Despite the fact that the music industry is hastily moving away from a 

business model of containing IPR in recorded music to one where the value added and profits can be 

found in information, service and related activities, instead of manufacture (Power & Jansson, 2004), 

the music industry still heavily relies on the exploitation of copyright in order to create profits 

(Watson, 2015), as long as musical works whose copyright is protected are the core products in the 

music industry whatever in physical albums or digital forms.  

 

The music industry and the production of music deliver a particular revealing focus for economic-

geographical research as a result of the ways in which music production is hooked in multiple layers 

of networks, involving a variety of actors, in particular given that new internet and digital technologies 

render upgraded networking over geographical scales (Connell & Gibson, 2003; see also Watson, 

2012). Even though the GPN approach has been employed to research many industries, for example, 

from extractive industries (Afewerki et al., 2019) to the hotel industry (Niewiadomski, 2014), and the 

most frequently studied sectors are textile and garment, automobile, ICT, and retail industries located 

in highly globalized countries (Wei, 2010), there are few articles studying the music industry from a 

GPN perspective yet. However, from broader economic-geographical viewpoints many scholars have 

put their attention on the music industry. From exploring how to confront the recession of the sale of 

physical albums to defining what the forms of curation are so as to develop them as new business 

strategies in concrete album shops, from understanding how to export music to foreign markets to 

understanding how other local industries affect the music industry in regional level, from 

comprehending the meaning of the freemium model of online streaming services to explaining if 

relational and organizational proximity can substitute geographical proximity regarding the production 

of music, from researching the roles of cities on the development of local music industries to 

comparing different music production centres so as to prove the importance of sophisticated IPR 

regimes for the value return in the music industry, from revealing the implications of globalization of 

K-pop music to presenting the effect of technology to changes in the global music industry, scholars 

have shed substantial light on the future development of the music industry alongside the evolution of 

economic geography (Hracs & Jansson, 2017; Jansson & Hracs, 2018; Power & Hallencreutz, 2007; 

Power & Jansson, 2004; Thomes, 2013; Watson, 2008; Watson, 2012; Power & Hallencreutz, 2002; 

Oh, 2013; Watson, 2015).  

 

Whilst literature on the music industry gravitates to overwhelmingly converge to artiste and recording 

company centred views of the music industry and musical products whose process are undoubtedly the 

basis of the music industry’s activities and profitability, there is a matter that such views tend to omit 

many of the related activities and factors that can be considerable parameters of a music industrial 

system (Power & Jansson, 2004). Such a convergence on literature neglects the fact that successful 

music industry in particular places or regions need not actually produce music and underestimates the 

crucial role played by related and service firms that sometimes make regions as important nodes 

within the global circuit of musical production. Research on the music industry has long paid attention 

to comprehend why it is that certain places have been extraordinarily productive niches for the 

production of music (Power & Hallencreutz, 2007), only did some authors notice that the functions of 

institutional structure and institutions are critical to the development of local music industries, yet 

there is no a systematic presentation of the roles of institutions in this highly globalized industry, many 

because there is a lack of  a proper approach which can consider all actors within the analytical 

framework. Power & Hallencreutz (2002) have asserted some time ago that it is not only the quality of 

the creative milieu that leads to commercial success in cultural-products industries but also the 

connections between the local production system and international circuits of capital, distribution, and 

effective property rights, as in the music industry. Such an assertion directly pointed out that both 

endogenous and exogenous factors can impact on the music industry, that is consistent with the GPN 

approach. Power & Jansson (2004) latterly argued that there is a relatively unstudied emerging area of 

the economy and music industry, because it could be observed that the production of music products 

involves a wide range of inputs and agents if someone thinks according to an industrial system 
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approach. All of inputs and agents are essential parts of the creative process which must be 

comprehended as fundamentally stemmed from an industry based commercial logic that is often 

highly spatialized. That denotes the need of a holistic system approach, for instance, the GPN 

approach, in further understanding the music industry where there are a variety of inputs and outputs. 

Methodology 

This research aims to investigate what functions and roles of institutions are playing in the global 

production network of music and how institutions affect the value flows of the global music industry -

amongst unconventional industrials- and the development of the local music industry, based on a case 

study of the music industry in the given territory, Stockholm, as a node embedded in the global 
production network of music. Therefore, how Stockholm performs as a node of the global production 

network of music and interacts with the global music market via regional institutions has been 

explored. Besides answering these two questions, by researching the music industry in Stockholm, the 

research is expected to enrich the practice and theory of the GPN approach in economic geography, in 

particular, the processes between institutions and GPNs in the GPN analytical framework are 

conceptualized, and the roles of technology and intra-industrial synergies within the GPN approach 

have been paid attention.  

 

The overall methodological approach in this thesis is qualitative. Three main methods are literature 

reviewing, documentary analysis and qualitative interviewing. The literature review part focuses on 

the concept of GPNs and its analytical approach whilst qualitative interviews are conducted to collect 

empirical data from the industry that helps to formulate and support some arguments in this paper. In 

addition to these two methods, documentary analysis is also employed in order to fully uncover what 

collecting societies are and how they are running themselves in the music industry in Stockholm so 

that how institutions are performing within the global production network of music can be exhibited. 

 

Compared with other qualitative research methods, interviewing is seen as a suitable approach to 

achieve desired outcomes of this research for some reasons. Firstly, it is difficult to employ 

observations or ethnography methods to research the theme in this study, and it is common to use 

semi-structured interviews to carry out studies in researching GPNs and the music industry previously 

(for GPNs see: Coe et al., 2004; Afewerki et al., 2019; for the Music Industry see: Power & 

Hallencreutz, 2007; Hracs, 2011; Jansson & Hracs, 2018). Secondly, due to the scale of the industrial 

network, it is better to interview involved individuals and get knowledge from their mouths, instead of 

using other qualitative methods. The selection of interviewees is based on snowball way, and visits to 

related organizations and companies. Phone calls and emails also have been employed in order to 

reach right respondents. Finally, there are 10 respondents from two stakeholder groups within the 

music industry in Stockholm and thus 10 interviews have been conducted in a period of about one and 

a half months, these interviews are in-depth semi-structured. Among 10 interviews, there are 6 

interviews which are face to face, and each interview lasts generally about 30 minutes recorded, 

though I spent generally more than one hour with each respondent in practice in order to engage them 

into the topic by freely talking with them. One interview is conducted on the phone whereas the rest 

three respondents answered most of my questions via emails. In terms of ethical issues, before the start 

of interviews, all respondents have been informed that recording is needed during the conversation, 

but the materials will be only used for the development of this research and their key personal 

information will not be presented in the thesis. Furthermore, these interviews did not cause any harm 

to respondents physically and mentally and the respondents duly have rights to refuse to answer 

specific questions during the interviews. In so doing, it has been ensured that participants were 
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comfortably talking and sharing their opinions under recording, that contributes to the validity and 

reliability of this thesis.  

 

Thematic analysis is adopted as the key measure in this research to analyse empirical data generated 

by the interviews (Bryman, 2016), and all interviews have been transcribed verbatim. Throughout this 

paper, verbatim quotations are employed to support particular arguments and make the case study in 

series. In addition, all respondents have been coded according to their titles, gender, working years, 

and stakeholders which they represent. By doing so, their names and working places are optimally 

confidential while their demographic characteristics are revealed. To specify, the category ‘working 

years’ is calculated according to the years for which respondents have been working in the music 

industry or the years for which respondents have been working at their institutions/companies, the 

larger number is adopted in this study when two numbers of the years differ. The reason to do so is 

that some respondents do not create music or work as music performers themselves, yet they are all 

involved in the music industry as specialists. Code ‘A’s represent the interviewees who are from 

stakeholder ‘Aesthetic labours’ whilst ‘I’s mean the informants who are working at music-related 

‘Institutions’. To clarify, the term ‘aesthetic labours’ in this paper is intentionally used to narrowly 

describe a group of workers, including music creators, songwriters and performers, instead of its 

extensive meaning. Particularly, the sample covers all three collecting societies in the Swedish music 

industry. Moreover, the sex ratio is about 8 to 2 for males to females, that to some extent reflects that 

the music industry is still more dominated by males in practice even in Sweden which is known as a 

relatively gender-equal country in the world (see similar assertions, Power & Hallencrueutz, 2002; 

Power & Jansson, 2004). Last but not least, the informants have been working in the music industry 

for years differently, the longest is about 27 years whereas the shortest is about 2 years. This feature 

means that the sample has covered most of age groups which may have different experience and 

opinions towards the themes investigated in this paper. Therefore, the sample to some extent makes 

the research more scientific and credible.    

 

Worthy to mention, one weakness of this research design is that I have not interviewed the group of 

royalty payers who pay compensation to those institutions for using music legally, due to limited time. 

To overcome this weakness as much as possible, secondary interview materials, generated by those 

interviews which were conducted by the collecting societies in Sweden, are analysed. In addition, even 

though I have exhaustively tried to get contact with people from Universal, Warner, and Sony, I failed 

to interview any informant who is working at the majors in the global music industry mainly due to the 

legally sensitive nature of record companies, that is in line with the situation Power and Hallencreutz 

(2007) mentioned. Despite the fact that legal concerns undoubtedly affected the sample, the present 

paper has the focus on institutions, instead of firms, so that the validity and reliability of this research 

would not be affected significantly. 

Table 2. An overview of semi-structured interviews. 

Code Title Gender Working Years Stakeholders 

A1 Music Producer 

/Composer/Songwriter 

Female 15 Aesthetic labours 

A2 Music Producer/Creator Male 4 Aesthetic labours 

A3 Music Creator/ Band Performer Male 20 Aesthetic labours 

I1 Director of Communications 

/Composer 

Male 20+ Institutions 

I2 Lawyer/ General Counsel Male 27 Institutions 

I3 Lawyer/ Public Affairs Manager Female 9 Institutions 

I4 CEO Male 13 Institutions 

I5 Lawyer Male 2 Institutions 

I6 Strategy Analyst Male 20+ Institutions 

I7 Group Manager Male 15 Institutions 
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A Case Study of the Music 

Industry in Stockholm 

The Music industry in Stockholm, Sweden 

Sweden is a well-established player in the global music industry and the Swedish music industry is 

highly concentrated in the region with over 1.5 million population that constitutes the Swedish capital, 

particularly, in the core urban area of Stockholm municipality (Power, 2003; Power & Hallencreutz, 

2002; Power & Hallencreutz, 2007; Power & Jansson, 2004; Jansson & Hracs, 2018). With a 

phenomenal number of internationally successful music acts, Sweden after the US and UK is one of 

the largest net exporter of popular music products (Power & Hallencreutz, 2002; Power, 2003; Power 

& Jansson, 2004). In terms of the digital transition, Sweden is an extreme and illustrative case 

(Jansson & Hracs, 2018), as the data shown that about 90% of the total income of recorded music in 

Sweden is from the digital market, including streaming music services, which far exceeds the number 

(58.9%) of the global income of recorded music from the digital market in 2018 (IFPI Sweden Music 

Sales, 2019; IFPI Global Music Report 2019, 2019). Additionally, looking at the proportion of 

royalties earning from digital consumption, Sweden leads in Europe and is in the third position 

globally, with only South Korea and Mexico ahead of Sweden (STIM Annual Report 2017, 2018). 

Indeed, Sweden was an early forerunner of internet technology and characterized high degree of 

internet penetration, because of the presence of high-tech ICT companies and internet-friendly 

policies, resulting in that Swedish music consumers have been standing at the forefront of utilizing 

digital innovation, for instance, piratically downloading music, and Swedish entrepreneurs have 

coined innovative legal digital distribution systems like Spotify and numerous music-tech 

companies(Stockholm - the Powerhouse of Sound, 2016; Jansson & Hracs, 2018). These facts are 

consistent with what I6 has commented during the interview,  

“I have travelled to other countries, like the US and some other countries. I think the music 

industry in Sweden is far ahead of the industry in other countries more than 10 or 20 years, 

even the US is the largest music market in the world. I mean they are still doing things or 

using things like what we did 20 years ago. So, we are quite advanced, and particularly in 

terms of digitalization, I guess more than 85% of music listeners in Sweden have been using 

streaming service a few years ago.”  

Compared with the domestic market scales of the music industries in the US and UK, the Swedish 

music industry is far smaller. It however has achieved remarkable success across the world, especially, 

due to its export capacity which can partly owe to the presence of all majors in the market, also is 

contributed by the attendance of an effective system for the protection of copyright. In Figure 1, it is 

clearly seen that the total revenue of the Swedish music industry was steadily growing while the 

revenue in ‘copyright’ category3 was also stably increasing from 2012 to 2017. And the revenue from 

foreign countries was also steadily rising at the same time. The copyright revenue accounted for 25% 

on average among the total revenue every year while the percentage of foreign income was slightly 

increasing and reach around 20% of the total revenue in 2017. In 2017, the total revenue of the 

Swedish music industry amounted to 10.7 billion SEK and increased by more than 7% from the 

financial year 2016, and about 2.1 billion SEK is from foreign countries. Among the total revenue, 

there was about 2.7 billion SEK in copyright category. Worthy to underline, among the foreign 

revenue, there was about 1.1 billion SEK copyright revenue that represented 51% of the foreign 

revenue in 2017, as shown in Figure 2. I believe the total revenue of the Swedish music industry 

should even larger than the data shown here because the number does not include revenues from many 

music-related companies and many music-tech firms (excluding streaming service companies) who 

                                                      
3 The revenue in copyright category and the copyright revenue in this paper represent the income 

collected by collecting societies. 
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globally provide digital remixing and producing tools and services etc., these figures can however still 

present many significant implications. 

 

Figure 1. Different categories of the revenue of the Swedish music industry by year, the percentage of the copyright revenue and the 

foreign revenue in the total revenue of the Swedish music industry by year.                                                                                                    

Source: Musiksverige Statistics, 2017 and 2018. 

 

Figure 2. different categories of revenues among the foreign revenue of the Swedish music industry in 2017.                              

Source: Musiksverige Statistics, 2018. 
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Coincidently, all the majors in the global music industry and Swedish collecting societies are locating 

themselves in Stockholm that is not surprising, because Stockholm is a first-class cutting-edge node 

for the production of popular music products, where there is a strong export-oriented music cluster 

including music-tech companies, digital service providers (DSPs) and institutions which have 

competence to internationally protect Swedish music creators’ IPR and collect compensation for them 

(Power, 2003; Power & Hallencreutz, 2007; Power & Jansson, 2004; Jansson & Hracs, 2018). Around 

200 record companies and around 70 music publishing companies are situated in Stockholm that 

account for over 50% music companies in Sweden, some of them are local companies, and some are 

international ones (Power & Hallencreutz, 2002; Power, 2003; Power & Jansson, 2004). All the 

majors in the global music industry fully own subsidiaries headquartered in Stockholm that shapes the 

firm structure of the music industry in the city very high degree of internationalization (Power & 

Hallencreutz, 2002). Worthy to mention, these local subsidiaries however often operate considerably 

autonomously when it relates to Swedish products and projects, instead of strictly following orders 

from their parent companies. Their employees were found high degree of intrafirm entrepreneurship, 
that may also owe to the operation features/modus operandi of the music industry, and often attempted 

to utilize the global marketing networks of their mother companies to export music produced and 

recorded in Stockholm and elsewhere (Power & Hallencreutz, 2002).  

 

Moreover, previous research suggested that musical talents are conducive to the social fabric and 

attractiveness of cities or regions by generating dynamic music scenes. As talent magnets, musical 

talents and the scenes they coined bring valuable assets for cities embedded in global competition 

(Hracs et al., 2011). Stockholm is by no means the most predominant source of music talents in 

Sweden, but most music creators in Sweden prefer to pursue their careers in the Stockholm region, 

who compose of the foundation of the aesthetic labour pool of initially creating music to the music 

industry in Stockholm (Power & Hallencreutz, 2002). The music industry in Stockholm is thus heavily 

dependent on this specialty-input from other regions in Sweden. Even so, there is nothing to worry, 

because, as many respondents informed, two key points in a sense make the Swedish musical labour 

market successful and prosperous. These key points are good English education and accessible music 

education in early age. As A2 proudly spoke, 

“While American writer or British writer are a bit more sophisticated in that way of their 

lyrics, for the rest of the world, Swedes are most of the time on top of it. Swedes and 

actually the Dutch. We are very grateful for the English education that we receive at a very 

early age. Also, that our media is very English centric, we do not double things away, for 

instance you probably have Swedish subtitles, but you have the original audio, when you 

watch movies at cinema. And it helps a lot.” 

In addition, as I1 emphasized that,  

“Sweden’s schools have traditionally a strong music portion, and we have ‘Kommunala 

Musikskolan’, basically ‘Public Music School’, which is cheap (or free if you are low 

income) that is super active everywhere. They are often referred to as the very base for the 

Swedish music scene/industry and I agree.” 

Undoubtedly, good English education and easy access to music education continuously provide 
Sweden a growing special labour pool. This special labour pool not only attracts music-related firms to 

locate in Stockholm that strengthens the central position of Stockholm in the Swedish music industry, 

but also is influenced and retained in by the city’s position as the centre of the music industry in 

Sweden (Power & Hallencreutz, 2002). Also due to that, some of these Swedish music creators, who 

end up their careers in some larger markets and eventually inhabited in London, Los Angeles or New 

York, often take a layover in Stockholm before finally heading to other music markets that also 

renders Stockholm a strong transnational community.  

 

What’s more, the city’s music industry is further backed up by a high level of technological ability and 

internet infrastructure. As I1 observed and informed, 
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“It (Stockholm) has recently gone into a new face, it has become more independent and self-

assured, earlier there has been a lot of (musical talents) looking at London, New York, and 

Los Angeles, but now there is more pride in staying here. Internet in combination with 

globalization, in general, has made it possible for young artists to have an international 

career with Stockholm as a base, and this has made the industry evolve as well.” 

Stockholm has one of the most advanced ICT infrastructures in the world and thus can tackle all 

aspects of the production of music (Power & Hallencreutz, 2002). Thanks to tax-exempt home 

computers and access to the world’s largest open fibre optics network, the people of Stockholm were 

able to adopt the new services resulting in the quick proliferation of technical music services in 

Stockholm (Stockholm - the powerhouse of sound, 2016). Newly emerged music services and music-

tech industries in Stockholm have been seen as a very prospective and profitable business. There are a 

large number of firms, which are striving to incorporate music and ICT in innovative and effective 

ways, standing at the forefront of these growing industries. Power & Jansson (2004) provided many 

pieces of evidence, showing that some interesting and successful firms were found in Stockholm, 

whilst developing and selling virtual instruments were quite a small business with only limited 

numbers of firms worldwide. These types of industrial synergies are expanding the boundary of the 

music industry, in particular in terms of being lucrative, and also enhancing the future competitiveness 

of the music industry in Stockholm (Power & Jansson, 2004; Stockholm - the powerhouse of sound, 

2016). Power & Jansson (2004) observed that most of these emerging music-tech and music services 

firms had consciously adopted an international or global export-oriented strategy and most of their 

products and services were adjustable to other markets, that makes them relatively easy to export, 

though this export-oriented strategy is most commonly derived from the recognition that Sweden’s 

domestic market is less profitable to support their survival and the global market is obviously more 

attractive, instead of owing to the city itself. But whatever the reasons behind their strategies, for many 

in the music industry Stockholm is now evenly famous for its function as a music service provision 

centre as for its Swedish composers and musicians (Power & Jansson, 2004). 

 

Last but not least, Stockholm can be seen as an example of a musical economy centrally situated in the 

present capitalist IPR regime where musical works are protected by a powerful local regime that 

motivates long-term investments in creative productions and defends them to be returned (Power & 

Hallencreutz, 2002). The actors – be they firms or individual musicians, composers, publishers, or any 

other professional groups- seem to have a high capacity for self-organization in Sweden, particularly 

in Stockholm, through creating mechanisms or organizational and institutional regimes for 

coordinating and promoting mutual benefits, exchanging information and taking collective action. The 

dense network of interorganizational connections, voluntary associations, and service organizations 

that support both relatively open export and distribution channels and also copyright are the most 

supportive features of Stockholm where the music industry has outstanding export performance 

(Power & Hallencretuz, 2002). As will some of the institutions be explicitly illustrated, I remain this 

brief introduction here. The core implication from the music industry in Stockholm is that the 

internationalized firm structure, converging musical talents, inter-industrial synergies and, of course, a 

wide range of supportive institutions together bring Stockholm a highly export-oriented music 

industry. 

‘Regional’ Institutions in Stockholm 

The most critical element in securing the profitability of music in an export-oriented cultural-products 

industry is the presence of an effective system for the protection of copyright, the Swedish music 

industry luckily is well guarded by representative organizations and collecting societies due to a long 

history of artisan associations and unions in Sweden (Power & Hallencreutz, 2002). The production of 

popular music in Sweden is supported by a bunch of institutions (Power, 2003), and most of those 

industrial and workers’ organizations are located in Stockholm. A notable example is that all of the 

collecting societies in Sweden are situated in Stockholm. As will the royalty system of the music 

industry in Stockholm be illustrated in the next section, only will the institutions which are closely 
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involved in the royalty system be mainly introduced in this section. These institutions are collecting 

societies, which represent music creators, performers, record companies and publishers to manage, 

license, monitor and charge the use of music in order to protect the copyright of music and ensure that 

rightsholders can get paid fairly. In Sweden, particularly in Stockholm, there are three collecting 

societies which are STIM, SAMI, and IFPI Sweden respectively4. Because they are representing 

different groups of interest, they accordingly are dealing with the copyright of musical works for 

different rightsholders. Hence, there is no direct competition amongst three collecting societies, 

instead, SAMI and IFPI Sweden are cooperating with each other to collect remuneration for their 

members in accordance with recent legislation, and all of them are collaborating closely with each 

other regarding mutually beneficial themes (e.g. Promotion of Swedish music abroad).     

STIM 

STIM with the full name of the Swedish Performing Rights Society is a copyright organization with 

more than 86,000 affiliated music creators and music publishers. STIM was initiated and founded in 

1923 by several national music-related associations which are the Society of Swedish Composers 

(FST), the Swedish Society of Songwriters, Composers and Authors (SKAP) and the Swedish Music 

Publishers (Musikförläggarna). STIM is the largest collecting society regarding its annual revenue and 

the number of employees among three collecting societies in Sweden, and since 2012 STIM has its 

premises on Hornsgatan5 in Stockholm (STIM English Website, 2019; also see in STIM Annual 

Reports, 2017; 2018). STIM is a non-profit Swedish collect management organization which 

champions strong copyright protections and works to ensure the people they represent get paid when 

their music is used under copyright legislation (STIM Transparency Report 2017, 2018). Particularly, 

on behalf of its members or who registered musical works on its website, STIM manages and licenses 

performing and mechanical rights to music and lyrics, and thus collects compensation from music 

users worldwide that is the core source of their revenue, and delivers royalties to affiliated 

rightsholders who own the copyright of used and paid musical works. As STIM officially stated in its 

annual report for 2016 that,  

“The core business for STIM is to secure the long-term value of music for those STIM 

represents and to make sure that the money is distributed fairly, but also to provide 

continued understanding of why the revenue generated should go to those who created the 

music and not to another of the stakeholders in the financial chain.” (STIM Annual Report 

2016, 2017) 

Democracy and transparency are two crucial labels to STIM due to not only its nature but also the 

regulation received from the legitimation system in Sweden and the European Union regarding, 

particularly, the Economic Associations Act, the Swedish Act on the Collective Administration of 

Copyrights and other copyright laws. Therefore, besides its regular operation team including its CEO 

and other top management positions, the board of directors has a significant position in the structure of 

the organization in STIM. This board serves the interests of STIM’s members, which consists of 

independent members who contribute in various ways to business and culture, and representatives 

from Swedish music-related member associations FST, SKAP, and Musikförläggarna who are also 

founders of STIM. In addition, democracy also is manifested in a matter that music creators and 

publishers, connected to STIM, can be full voting members of the organization who have the right to 

attend and vote at STIM’s annual general meeting (STIM Website, 2019). Transparency is 

demonstrated by its annual transparency report, though the reason to have this report annually is that 

collective management organizations must compile and publish a transparency report for the previous 

financial year in accordance with legal requirements. But the good purpose of the report is to give 

                                                      
4 Although there is a collecting society called the Nordic Copyright Bureau (NCB), who is collecting 

compensation of mechanical rights of music in Sweden, here it is not seen as an individual collecting 

society because it was jointly founded by STIM and its counterparts in other Nordic countries, as will 

have been mentioned later. 

5 A straightforward street in Södermalm, which is one of the main islands in Stockholm. Many music-

related companies and studios are clustered in the island. 
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rightsholders the opportunity to supervise how their collective management organization is operating 

and enable comparison between different organizations (STIM Transparency Report 2017, 2018). 

 

With a belief that collective rights management is the best model for music creators, STIM is 

employing several methods to approach the world globally. STIM has developed a collaborative nexus 

with around 80 foreign collecting societies through signing reciprocal agreements, covering the 

territories of over 100 countries and regions, that enhances its capacity of collecting compensation. 

Moreover, STIM with some of its counterparts in some countries has initiated several umbrella 

organizations that can collect compensation across countries, for instance, STIM has cooperated with 

the British PRS and the German GEMA to establish International Copyright Enterprise (ICE), which 

is a joint organization for cross-border licensing and the management of music rights in Europe. This 

cooperation is seen as an important strategic partnership for STIM to provide an attractive repertoire 

that is competitive in the increasingly globalized and digitalized market which has recently seen an 

influx of various kinds of players, who, supported by venture capital, are threatening collective 

management model of musical copyright (STIM Annual Report 2016, 2017; see also STIM Annual 

Report 2017, 2018).  Similarly, STIM and its counterparts in Denmark, Finland, and Norway have 

jointly founded the Nordic Copyright Bureau (NCB) to manage mechanical rights6 worldwide through 

NCB’s international collaborative networks (STIM Website, 2019). 

 

Digitalization and globalization continue to have a significant impact on STIM’s environment, for 

instance, the strong international growth in music streaming services in past seven years (STIM 

Annual Report 2017, 2018; see also IFPI Global Music Report 2019, 2019). Undoubtedly, STIM is 

doing well during the process of digitalization and globalization. In past seven years, the total yearly 

revenue was steadily increasing year by year and reached at just over SEK 2 billion in 2017 as 

illustrated in Figure 3, combining with that the biggest increase seen in online sector in 2017, that 

denotes how the digital development and new ways of listening to music mean more money for 

rightsholders and demonstrates the strength of Swedish music (STIM Annual Report 2017, 2018). In 

addition, yearly foreign revenue collected from other countries was also increasing stably. Even 

though there seemingly was a fall of over SEK 10 million in 2016 (SEK 639 million) compared with 

2015 (SEK 651.8 million), the reason was that retrospective revenue from previous years was received 

in 2015. Therefore, the success of Swedish music creators remained robust both on large markets such 

as the USA and the UK and on smaller markets around the world (STIM Annual Report 2016, 2017). 

Moreover, it is clearly seen that the yearly foreign revenue represented consecutively over one third in 

the yearly total revenue of STIM in each year from 2012 to 2017 and the rate was steadily rising in 

Figure 3. And the growth rate of the yearly foreign revenue of STIM was dramatically higher than the 

one of its yearly total revenue, except for the special year of 2016. These trends together demonstrate 

that the status of foreign revenue is getting more and more crucial in the total revenue of STIM.    

                                                      
6 A type of copyright, that allows to reproduce and disseminate protected recording music and lyrics on 

CD, vinyl, DVD or the like. 
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Figure 3．STIM's yearly revenue in different categories，and the percentage of the foreign revenue in the 

total revenue of STIM by year, and growth rates of the yearly foreign revenue and yearly total revenue of 

STIM.                                                                                                                                         

Source: STIM Annual Reports, 2017 and 2018. 

SAMI 

SAMI with the full name of Swedish Artists and Musicians’ Interest Organization is a non-profit 

economic entity who collects remuneration from companies and businesses, that play music publicly, 

and thus delivers royalties to almost 41000 artists and musicians whose recorded music has been 

played publicly. SAMI was founded in 1963 by the Swedish Musicians’ Association (Svenska 

Musikerförbundet) and the Swedish Theatre Association (Teaterförbundet), and also has its office in 

Södermalm, Stockholm (SAMI Website, 2019; see also SAMI Annual Report 2018, 2019). The main 

difference between SAMI and STIM is that they represent different rightsholders, SAMI represents 

artists and musicians whereas STIM stands for the music creators. Copyright compensation however 

must be paid to both organizations because both of music performers and creators literally own a part 

of the copyright of a musical work. Democracy and transparency are also important to SAMI due to 

not only its nature but also the regulation received from the legitimation system in Sweden and the 

European Union. Democracy can be demonstrated through that the general meeting is SAMI’s highest 
decision-making body in which all members are entitled to vote in accordance with what is stated in 

the SAMI’s statues. Besides, the general meeting can appoint the Board, which has overall 
responsibility for internal control even over CEO and also acts as a monitoring body to supervise the 

daily operation of SAMI (SAMI Annual Report 2018, 2019). Even though SAMI does not publish 

separate transparency report annually, its annual reports cover most of the issues regarding 

transparency (SAMI Annual Report 2017, 2018). 

 

Markets out of Sweden are always important for Swedish musicians and artists that means SAMI 

should consecutively increase its capacity of collecting compensation in other countries. And in this 

regard, SAMI has 62 international reciprocal agreements with its sister organizations covering music 

users in 50 countries by the end of the year 2018 (SAMI Annual Report 2018, 2019). According to a 

survey conducted by SCAPR (Societies’ Council for the Collective Management of Performers 
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Rights), SAMI is the organization which has the most active international exchange agreements 

around the world among the collecting societies for music performers, that demonstrates its strong 

capability to collect compensation for music performers globally. In addition, SAMI either is an active 

member of some upper-level organizations like AEPO-ARTIS at European level and SCAPR at 

international level, or participates in some international projects, such as, the construction of a new 

joint international database VRDB (SAMI Annual Report 2017, 2018; also see from reports for other 

years). Through these types of participation, SAMI exerts its lobbying ability to affect multilevel 

legislation for ensuring more effective long-term protection of copyright in a market with changeful 

challenges and also invests new management system that contributes to the future reduction of 

management fees, so that artists and musicians can maximally get remuneration from their recordings 

eventually.        

 

Despite the fact that there is no competition from similar institutions for SAMI in Sweden, it receives 

other kinds of competition from players who have other business models, particularly, the use of so-

called freehold music. Another risk for SAMI is that streaming music and subscription services have 

established themselves as the new way to consume music, which has resulted in new challenging legal 

demarcation issues regarding rights and copyright payments. Even so, a consecutive increase of total 

copyright compensation that SAMI has collected can be seen year by year and it peaked at over SEK 

218 million in 2018, as shown in Figure 4. At the same time, its foreign revenue also reached 75.5 

million in 2018. There were some extraordinary rises, because SAMI signed up new reciprocal 

agreements with its counterparts in other countries or the agreements started going into effect in the 

particular years. For instance, the sharp increase in foreign revenue in 2017 was primarily due to 

retroactive compensation from the German organization GVL (SAMI Annual Report 2017, 2018). 

There were two new contracts which SAMI has signed with its counterparts in Russia and South 

Africa in 2017, that would contribute to the future increase of yearly foreign revenue at SAMI in later 

years. And there are also several negotiations ongoing with similar institutions in other countries every 

year. It thus can be imagined that there will be much more compensation coming from overseas for 

SAMI when more and more agreements with their counterparts in other countries are settled from the 

negotiation table. Moreover, it can be clearly seen that yearly foreign revenue accounted for over 20% 

of the yearly total revenue of SAMI, and the rate exceeded over 30% in 2018 and in particular reached 

over 34% in Figure 4. And the growth rate of its yearly foreign revenue is not very stable and not 

always ahead of the growth rate of its total copyright compensation, because SAMI is still at the stage 

of continuously negotiating and collaborating with more and more international counterparts that 

affects the yearly foreign revenue so much. But the obvious thing can be put here is that the foreign 

revenue will have a more and more crucial position in SAMI’s total revenue because of its more and 

more international layout.  
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Figure 4. SAMI's yearly revenue in different categories, the percentage of the foreign revenue in the total 

revenue of SAMI by year, and growth rates of the yearly foreign revenue and yearly total revenue of 

SAMI.                                                                                                                                          

Source: SAMI Annual Reports, 2018 and 2019. 

IFPI Sweden 

IPFI Sweden is the music companies’ rights and industry organization who represents the music 

companies. One of their main tasks is to collect and distribute copyright payments to record companies 

through the role of Sweden Music Licensing Company (MLC), and the collection is in collaboration 

with SAMI. Therefore, the compensation that IFPI Sweden collects is divided equally and given half 

of it to the organization SAMI, which represents musicians and artists as mentioned above. Another 

half will be distributed to the record companies that own the rights. In many cases the record 

companies manage their rights themselves, for example, they sign agreements with interactive music 

services companies such as Spotify, or Apple Music. In some cases, record companies ask IFPI 

Sweden to manage their rights. In addition, IFPI Sweden also offers many kinds of service to its 

members, particularly, several databases that facilitate record companies to manage, recognize and 

track their recorded music. Meanwhile, IFPI Sweden also works with the right security, anti-piracy, 

regulatory issues and other things that promote the industry’s interests (IFPI Sweden Annual Report 

2017, 2018). 

 

IFPI Sweden is a non-profit organization, and also a member of the international network organization 

IFPI7. But as one of the interviewees who is working at IFPI Sweden explained, 

“We are non-profit, but actually we are the Swedish branch (of IFPI) in Sweden, the 

headquarter is in London. But they don’t decide what we need to do, they decide very much 

how we want to work, we got a lot of legal help from them, whatever there is an EU 

directive or something else. The head office is doing the main part of the work, so we pay a 

                                                      
7 The full name of IFPI is International Federation of the Phonographic Industry, which is a non-profit 

organization registered in Switzerland, representing interests of 1300 record companies across the globe 

(IFPI Website, 2019). 
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fee to the head office, small fee and what we get in return, it is the help system from them. 

(But) we are the Swedish organization, (and) our members decide how or what we should do 

for them.” 

What IFPI Sweden should do for their members is decided by its members, instead of its mother 

organization. What IFPI Sweden gets from IFPI is a lot of legal help, it guides IFPI Sweden how to 

work to some extent. Moreover, even though IFPI Sweden has been collecting compensation for many 

years, 2017 was the first year when they had an annual report and a transparency report due to the new 

law on collective management of copyright in Sweden. These can manifest the adaptation of 

democracy and transparency at IFPI Sweden recently. 

 

In the bar chart Figure 5, it is apparent that IFPI Sweden had a relatively stable yearly revenue around 

SEK 150 million from 2013 to 2017. And the foreign revenue of IFPI Sweden was just under SEK 2.7 

million in 2017 (IFPI Sweden Annual Report 2017, 2018). These can be explained by its stable 

business scale and scope. Apparently, the task of collecting compensation from aboard is mainly on 
SAMI’s shoulder. Even though IFPI Sweden is collecting far less money from aboard than STIM and 

SAMI, it actively participates into the global production network of music via its international mother 

organization IFPI, for instance, IFPI Sweden is working for legislation in Europe to be modernized 

through the movement ‘value gap’ and some other activities so that those who create and own the 

music can get a reasonable compensation for the value of their accomplishments generate (IFPI 

Sweden Annual Report 2017, 2018; also see from IFPI Sweden Website, 2019).   

 

Figure 5. total copyright compensation by year at IFPI Sweden.                                                      

Source: IFPI Sweden Annual Report, 2018. 
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Reductionist Value Flows 

 

Figure 6. A stylized picture of reductionist value flows of the music industry in a given place.          

Source: The author, partly assisted by the respondent I6. 

 

Before elaborating value creation, enhancement and capture in the music industry in Stockholm, it is 

essential to map a trajectory of reductionist value flows of the music industry in a given place based on 

the observation of the music industry in Stockholm. Figure 6 above briefly presents six actors that are 

involved in the value chain of music production, respectively aesthetic labours, local companies, 

multinationals’ subsidiaries, institutions (e.g. collecting societies), DSPs (e.g. streaming service 

platforms) and global consumers. To clarify, there are much more participants in the industry than 

these actors stated above. However, this reductionist flows picture exposes how royalties usually can 

get back to music creators and performers from music users, and how value is created, added, 

transferred, captured, and returned within this royalty system in the music industry. In Box 1, two 

types of aesthetic labours are identified, that are music creators and music performers respectively. 

Music creators here generally represent songwriters, composers, and lyricists whilst music performers 

include musicians and artists. In general, music creators are more willing to sign contracts with 

publishing companies whereas music performers prefer to be labelled by recording companies or 

labels. In case a person is working as both of a music creator and a music performer, one can sign up 

with both of a recording company and a publishing company separately, as I6 narrated, 

“You know the majors all have both of record labels and publishing companies. For 

instance, Universal Music Company and Universal Publishing Company have similar 

names, they are in one group, but actually not the same thing. And if you were a musician 

and you can work as both of a creator and a performer, I recommend you would better sign 

up with your label and publisher from different companies, because that can make sure there 

are two groups of persons working for you at the same time, and you could get both of 

resources from these two companies. And that is common in the industry.” 

This practical detail is mentioned here, because it can significantly affect aesthetic labours’ interest in 

many cases. Even though the music industry is very oligopolistic that means the business is controlled 

by very few major companies which own both recording and publishing subsidiaries all over the world 

(Watson, 2015), both of recording and publishing companies can be local and independent companies 
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in practice, as shown in Box 2. Institutions here mainly represent the collecting societies which collect 

compensation from music users and thus deliver to the rightsholders, whereas DSPs commonly 

epitomize streaming service platforms which are offering a music library with millions of music hits to 

individual consumers and also developing their business for enterprise consumers in some cases. 

Global consumers can be both corporate entities and natural persons. 

 

This stylized value map uncovers eight interaction processes between six actors: 

 

A: Authorization upon collective representatives and entrustment, that exists between institutions and 

aesthetic labours, and between institutions and music companies which can be both of local companies 

and multinationals’ subsidiaries. For instance, songwriters, composers and publishing companies in 

Sweden collectively initiate STIM to represent themselves and deal with economic aspects of the 

copyright of their works worldwide, whereas musicians and artists have SAMI to stand for their 

interest. Recording companies collectively empower IFPI Sweden to collect royalties (or what is 

called as compensation in institutions’ position).  

 

B: Authorization and transactions upon agreements, that happens between DSPs and aesthetic labours, 

also between DSPs and music companies. In this process, for example, streaming service companies 

commonly sign agreements with recording companies who license a package of music hits to the 

platforms with a deal of royalty. Sometimes, streaming service companies also sign agreements with 

recording companies who license a package of music hits to the platforms with flexible price or pay-

per-click/listen model. Streaming service companies also do such deals with individual artists 

sometimes, but it is quite rarely seen in Sweden.  

 

C: Authorization of works created by aesthetic labours to be recorded, published, marketed, and 

distributed by companies upon contrasts, which only occurs between aesthetic labours and music 

companies. Composers or songwriters usually sign contracts with publishing companies and authorize 

their works to be published, marketed and distributed by these companies, which thus can get around 

30% of the full copyright of these works, so that they can concentrate on creating music works. Music 

performers usually sign contracts with recording companies, and a buyout model is still popular in this 

case. A buyout deal means that recording companies fully buy the recording right of the music works 

through once transaction with music performers who thus will not get future royalty income.  

 

D1: Direct consuming activities through local companies’ local channels, regional and international 
collaborative networks, which exist between global consumers and local companies. As will be 

mentioned in the later section, local companies usually can operate local channels very well, but in the 

global market, they rely on their regional and international collaborative networks very much, except 

for online streaming channels. Therefore, global consumers can directly consume music production 

from local companies through their local channels, regional and international collaborative partners.  

 

D2: Direct consuming activities through multinationals’ global business departments, and in some 
case, external partners, which only exist between global consumers and the majors. Because 

multinationals have their own thorough subsidiaries’ layouts worldwide, they can easily market and 

distribute their music work through their own systems. Therefore, global consumers can directly 

consume music production from the multinationals through their own global channels. Undoubtedly, 

multinational companies sometimes also strategically cooperate with external partners in a specific 

market to reach their consumers.  
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E1: Commercial consuming activities, usually not apply for individuals, which appear between global 

consumers and institutions. To clarify, the activity of individually appreciating music usually does not 

apply in this situation. As the rule of thumb, as long as music works are used and played publicly for 

commercial purpose, the performing rights of them should be licensed, and compensation should be 

paid by music users to the music creators directly or via collecting societies who also are called the 

Performing Rights Organizations (PROs) by professionals. Therefore, in most cases, consumers who 

publicly use music hits for business purpose have to report their playlists of musical works to PROs so 

that they can pay proper compensation to PROs in order to get licenses and thus use music works 

legally. For instance, the owner of a restaurant in Stockholm wants to play some musical works to 

attract more consumers, the owner thus should report the use of musical works to these organizations 

in order to get licenses and pay for this consumption of music. STIM is the main PRO in this case, but 

institutions like SAMI also are involved when music performers’ interest is related.  

 

E2: Online consuming activities upon individual/family units, increasing transactions of enterprises’ 
business, that usually exist between DSPs and individual consumers. Online service, particularly 

streaming music, has been used as the most frequent way to listen to music in the world now, and the 

percentage of using streaming music among all ways of consuming music is still increasing (IFPI 

Global Music Report 2019, 2019). The mainstream model of streaming service companies is freemium 

which means two levels of subscription, one is free but with advertising, another is premium level with 

a fixed price per month without advertising. Each of them can bring incomes for streaming service 

companies, and streaming service companies thus should pay remuneration to music companies and/or 

artistes upon their agreements. Notably, streaming service companies also are expanding their business 

domains and creating increasing transactions on enterprises’ business purpose, instead of on individual 

appreciation purpose. It is a more active way to overlap and seize the business of which usually 

institutions take care. Streaming service companies get licensed performing rights of musical works 

from PROs and sell a package of solutions to their enterprise customers (e.g. see Soundtrack Your 

Brand Website, 2019). 

 

F: Transactions of the copyright of music works upon agreements, which occur between DSPs and 

institutions. Streaming service companies sign agreements with PROs to get licenses for offering a 

music library to their individual customers for commercial purpose, and also negotiate special 

agreements in order to create a package of solutions for their enterprise customers. These two kinds of 

agreement are serving for different types of copyright.  

 

These eight flows help to draw up the royalty system in the music industry in the given territory. 

Value Creation  

After the elaboration of the reductionist value flows within the music industry in a given place, it is 

obviously observed that value is initially created by music creators (e.g. songwriters) who use their 

knowledge and skills to input as the form of ‘aesthetic labour’ rent. In most cases, this initial value 

will be combined with the inputs as the ‘aesthetic labour’ rent from music performers and the inputs as 

the ‘capital’ rent and/or ‘technology’ rent from recording companies, all of these values can thus be 

formulated and laden within final music works which have value as the ‘copyright’ rent. Afterward, 

they can be authorized to publishing companies for publishing and marketing purposes. All of these 

involved actors can possibly acquire a part of the copyright of the final music works, they thus can 

entrust collecting societies and register their ownership of the works in order to partly hand over the 

economic rights of copyright of their musical works to collecting societies who thus collect 

compensation from music users on behalf of these right owners. In so doing, aesthetic labours can 

concentrate on creative activities that potentially create more value. 
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Value Enhancement  

Copyright protections make musical creations more sensitive to the scale of consumption concerning 

the value enhancement and accumulation of single musical production in a sense, and digitalization 

amplifies this sensitivity, though musical creations (or any knowledge-based products) are also 

sensitive to the scale of consumption many decades ago when they were mainly stored in physical 

forms. As stated earlier, value can be in different forms of economic rent in the GPN approach, there 

are both direct ways and indirect ways to enhance value involving various economic rents. Direct 

value enhancement in this study means that the effect of different economic rents can potentially be 

reflected on the increase of the value of particular music works, whereas indirect value enhancement 

implies that the effect of various rents can be reflected on the increase of the value of local industry 

that may potentially enhance the value of particular music works in the future. The value can be 

directly enhanced in a plenty of ways. For instance, 1. publishing companies and streaming platforms 

expand their business areas by all means that facilitate music to be consumed by a broader population 

and more entities. In so doing, the value is enhanced as the form of ‘scale’ rent. The scale of the 

consuming group and the size of the market can impact the final value of a product significantly, 

particularly of knowledge production (e.g. music, films); 2. In the music industry, personal fame as the 

form of ‘intangible asset’ rent can also imaginably increase the value of particular music works, for 

instance, a little-known songwriter writes a song performed by a famous musician can potentially 

generate more value to the song than the one performed by a little-known musician. It can be also 

understood as a form of ‘scale’ rent to some extent, though it is brought by individuals’ fans which is 

better to be called as ‘brand’ rent; 3. There is another way of direct value enhancement, though the 

value is also enhanced as the form of ‘scale’ rent. More compensation can be collected by a range of 

more well-established collecting societies which monitor the use of music created by their members 

according to the certain legislation and protect their members’ intellectual property. First of all, some 

national collecting societies are formulating some umbrella organizations with their counterparts on a 

supranational level to jointly collect compensation across countries, for example, STIM has engaged 

in the establishment of NCB and ICE. In addition, collecting societies are endeavouring to collaborate 

with more and more their counterparts in other countries and sign up bilateral agreements that also 

expand the sources where the rightsholders of songs can get compensation, as what SAMI is doing in 

recent years. In addition, there can also involve the ‘technology’ rent, many collecting societies are 

developing their digital database of registered songs together with their counterparts and their 

reporting and monitoring systems, that are conducive to more precisely regulate the use of songs, as 

either STIM invests lots of money to develop its IT system for better management or SAMI is 

engaging in the construction of an international database.  

 

As for indirect value enhancement, for instance, 1. publishing companies take care of everything 

including marketing, publishing and distributing, therefore aesthetic labours can concentrate on 

creating music that enhances the possibilities of value creation and thus indirectly enhance the total 

value; 2. Many music-related institutions provide all kinds of help to musical talents, for example, 

health insurance, cheaper apartments, and legal help, that help more and more musical talents start a 

career in the music industry and earn a living easier. As I1 answered how their organization influenced 

the musical labour market in Stockholm, 

“We offer member services, such as counselling, training courses and insurance solutions. 

And since we are a lot about modernizing copyright, trying to get more money from, for 

example, YouTube, Spotify etc. in order to enrich copyright holders on an individual level 

(unlike publishing companies, for instance). We make a lot of difference in the multi-level 

marketing. Our members run projects and also get to take part of prizes and awards and rent 

our apartments/studios that save them a lot of money.” 

3. Collecting societies are also doing several things which can indirectly increase the total value of the 

music industry. For instance, they reward a prize annually to new talents in order to encourage more 

and more young musical talents starting a music career. And they offer some scholarships to support 

researches, music projects and activities that promote copyright. In addition, collecting societies also 
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reward a prize annually to one of their excellent customers to confirm the correct and legal way of 

using music in order to further promote the awareness of copyright among society. Moreover, 

collecting societies frequently fund member associations (e.g. SKAP) to lobby authorities in order to 

continuously enhance the protection of copyright through updated legislation in the changing industry 

with constantly challenging regulatory problems. All of these ways to enhance the value of music 

production can be seen as a form of ‘service’ rent. 

Value Capture 

All artisan respondents who gave similar answers in response to the copyright issue. For example, as 

A2 answered about this issue that,  

“My works are published by the publishing company, which pretty much administrates all 

the legal and paperwork that I do. I do have my own company, I (however) outsource my 

private economical paperwork to an accounting firm, so as to make sure that I do the least 

amount of paperwork as possible. But all the legal stuff is usually taking care of by the 

publishing company, so I get to take care of the great part (creativity-related activities) 

mostly.”  

In addition, all of these artistes are members in STIM. Therefore it is concluded that, commonly 

aesthetic labours barely directly deal with the economic rights of their musical works by themselves, 

their music companies and (or) those collecting societies usually have the value of musical works as 

the form of ‘copyright’ rent prior to the value of music production captured by aesthetic labours. Thus, 

there are three main forms of value capture within the royalty system in the music industry in 

Stockholm. First, STIM and SAMI collect compensation of the use of musical works on behalf of 

aesthetic labours and publishers, and then distribute money into their hands quarterly, sometimes with 

extra deals of money in a year. Second, in some cases recording companies delegate IFPI Sweden to 

deal with the copyright of owned music works. By doing so, IFPI Sweden represents them to collect 

remuneration, and distribute half of the royalties to the recording companies and another half to the 

organization SAMI which represents musicians and artists who also partly own the copyright. In the 

above two ways, collective power is the dominant force behind value capture. Third, music companies 

also, in some cases, manage their right themselves, such as when they license interactive music 

services such as Spotify, Google Music or Apple Music, they usually have some agreements with the 

streaming platform companies. In this case, corporate power is the main form of power that should be 

concerned. Larger firms, in particular the majors, usually have a higher capacity to capture the real 

value of their musical works, because they can likely get a higher price of the copyright of their 

musical works on the negotiation table because they have far larger repertoire in hand. In terms of 

where captured value remains, to a great extent value retains in the regional level in this royalty 

system of the music industry, due to the involvement of local institutions and local aesthetic labours. 

As I7 who is working at one of the collecting societies estimated that, 

“I would say there are over 90% of our members who are living in Sweden, and I don’t 

know exactly how many percentages of them are in Stockholm, but there are quite a lot of 

them.” 

In addition, more than one respondent informed the same thing with what A2 said, 

“Usually it is around, for Swedish person in Sweden, 30% of the royalty is to the publishing 

companies, and 70% of it remains to the individual. Usually for a Swedish company, if they 

are collecting from abroad, the percentage gets a little bit skewed, so closer to 50%-60%. 

The bigger part is for the individual.” 

However, there is something different to music performers, as I6 told, 

“It is still common that music performers sign ‘buyout’ contracts with record labels, 

resulting in that performers can get less future income from their works, because the labels 

fully own the copyright of these recorded works in these deals.” 
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This difference in music performers’ side can influence the process of value capture a lot, combining 

the existence of multinationals and the fact that collecting societies collect compensation for the 

multinationals as well, a considerable part of the value will be transferred to overseas countries.  

 

Although the value flows are more intricate in the music industry in practice than the ones described 

above, the reductionist value flows have exhibited the key actors and the royalty system within the 

global production network of music in a given place. In so doing, the strategic functions and roles of 

institutions, in particular non-profit collecting societies, have been pointed out. It is clearly seen that 

the value flows of the music industry can be preferably operationalized due to institutions’ strategic 

participation. 

More than Strategic Coupling  

As displayed earlier in this paper, the process of strategic coupling in previous GPNs literature is seen 

as a process that regional assets strategically fulfil the strategic needs of GPNs, and the role of regional 

institutions is to help or mediate regional assets to fulfil the needs of lead firms in GPNs. Incorporating 

the functions of regional institutions as the supplementary behind the process of strategic coupling 

however cannot fully exhibit the strategic roles of regional institutions within GPNs. As revealed in 

the above chapter, regional institutions, in particular these non-profit collecting societies, are playing 

significant roles in the value chain of music production through their strategic functions in the music 

industry in Stockholm. Therefore, I argue that the roles and functions of regional institutions within 

GPNs have to be reexamined and the processes between regional institutions and GPNs need to be 

further conceptualized in the GPN framework. In addition to that, the role of technology is briefly 

recapped and the existence of inter-industrial synergies as one of the regional assets is argued in this 

section.  

 

Figure 7 is developed based on the Figure 11.1 ‘global production networks and regional 

development’ from Coe & Hess (2010), illustrating what I name as ‘more than strategic coupling’ 

based on the observation of the global production network of music, particularly in Stockholm, a 

crucial node of the global production network of music. Most of the elements are inherited from the 

original figure. Whilst I conceptualized the process between regional institutions and GPNs as the 

strategic participation, ‘technology’ is replaced from regional assets by inter-industrial synergies. 
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Figure 7. ‘More than strategic coupling' observed in the global production network of music.           

Source: The figure 11.1 ‘Global production networks and regional development’ (Coe & Hess, 2010; see 

also Figure 1. Coe et al., 2004; Figure 1.2. Coe & Yeung, 2015). 

The Presence of Strategic Coupling 
In spite of that this paper endeavours to put the functions and roles of institutions within GPN of music 

under the spotlight at the centre of the stage, the discourse about multinationals cannot be sidestepped. 

There are strategic coupling processes between the music industry in Stockholm and the global 

production network of music, and multinationals play a critical role in the processes of strategic 

coupling. Stockholm has provided the three structural conditions for occurring the process of strategic 

coupling. First, as I2 mentioned,  

“You know that Sweden is just as one of the things that we are famous for to produce lots of 

talented people in the music business, the thing is that they do not only stay in Stockholm, 

but also travel to some other markets (other countries. Especially, the US and UK).” 

Indeed, Stockholm as the centre of the highly agglomerated Swedish music-production system has 
produced a considerable number of internationally successful musical talents, including amongst 

others Abba, Ace of Base, the Cardigans, Neneh Cherry (Power & Hallencreutz, 2002). These trans-

territorial successful Swedish artistes formulated strong transnational communities that facilitate the 

communication between Stockholm and GPNs. Second, a high degree of firm-level integration into 

the wider global music industry confers major competitive advantages to the music industry in 

Stockholm and the proportion of value that returns and stays in the city (Power & Hallencreutz, 2002). 

In addition, the pace of structural, organizational, and technical change in the music industry in 

Stockholm has been dynamic, that evolved strong and institutionalized vertical intrafirm and interfirm 

linkages resulting in that Swedish musical products have entered global markets in a manner in which 

IPR is protected as far as possible in the case of Stockholm (Power & Hallencreutz, 2002). Third, as I2 

further confirmed, 

“I think that the legal framework in Sweden is, I mean considering the corporate legislation, 

and other legislation, compared with other European countries, we are as good as the rest of 
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countries in the EU. Compared with other countries, like in Asia, and South America, we 

have a really sophisticated legal framework.” 

This well-established legal framework to some extent implies sophisticated state-firm relations and 

supportive industrial policy in the music industry in Stockholm, which also attracted multinationals 

coming in the territory.  

 

In the case of the music industry, the spreading influence of the global majors should not necessarily 

be considered as the quid pro quo of the spread of cultural imperialism and monopolistic commercial 

exploitation as is so often the case. As with the music industry, not only is the quality of the creative 

milieu needed to achieve global success, but also the interactions between the local production system 

and international networks of capital, distribution, and effective IPR regimes are imperative (Power & 

Hallencreutz, 2002). The existence of the majors in the case of Stockholm offered very real positive 

things. In general, many researches demonstrated that, among others, the interactions and formal and 

project-based linkages between majors and minor local actors have had several effects, First, the 
exposure of domestic artistes and firms has been greatly improved and they get access to international 

best practice. Second, increased foreign investment in the quality and capacity of the technical 

infrastructure and know-how of the firms has been seen. Third, the mindset that ‘Stockholm’ 

represents ‘quality product’ and operations of global industry actors and firms have been solidified in 

Stockholm (Power & Hallencreutz, 2002). These effects can be seen as the outcomes of strategic 

coupling processes between the music industry in Stockholm and the global production network of 

music.      

Strategic Participation  
Nevertheless, both private and public sectors examine and support the competitive position and the 

rate of value return in culture-product industries, especially for smaller open economies with a proven 

track record of cultural-product innovation (Power & Hallencreutz, 2002). Even though multinationals 

are significantly affecting the music industry in Stockholm in virtue of its international influence, 

reputation and capital power, it does not mean they are representing the entirety of this organic 

industrial ecosystem. Power & Hallencreutz (2002) repeatedly emphasized that rates of value return to 

the local production centre considerably depend on the firm-level and institutional linkages between 

local actors and multinational corporations, and the integration of the country into international IPR 

regimes. This is even more often the case in the music industry, that to some extent directly points out 

the importance of ‘regional’ institutions, if one checks what I have illustrated in preceding part of the 

paper about what regional institutions do in the music industry. The focus of this paper turned away 

from the multinationals to another active actor -institutions- within the music industry for many 

reasons. First, the multinationals are having weakened influence in the music market in Stockholm, as 

I1 narrated, 

“Well, maybe at the beginning when these majors (e.g. Song/ATG, BMG, EMI) had offices 

in Stockholm and stocked/sold physical records, the majors did have a huge influence on the 

music industry in Stockholm. (But) nowadays I am not so sure, a lot of people get deals 

directly with American or English ‘niche’ record companies and the other way around: 

signing artists that are from Europe or the US, so the influence from the actual companies 

are more in ways of working, becoming professional within A&R and management and so 

on…” 

Second, for music creators, the majors are not always attractive and irresistible, as one respondent A1 
who has been working as a songwriter for about 15 years answered (in regard to where she wants to 

work between local companies and multinationals if she has a choice), 

“In fact, I cannot feel a huge difference between local companies and the majors, though the 
majors can bring works more opportunities to be exhibited through their big muscle and 

reputation effect of their labels. However, when you need to market and publish your works 
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in foreign markets, you still have to work with other people who though are in the same 

company (if you are labelled with the majors). Meanwhile, local companies can also help 

works expose at the international market through its strategic collaborations with 

local/regional companies in other locations.” 

Third, the music business is one where trust and personal relationships are central (Power & 

Hallencreutz, 2007). Workers in the music industry, compared to other industries, cherish relationships 

more, instead of the size of companies, though it matters in some cases, as the respondent A1 

continued saying that, 

“I mean, in this industry, perhaps who you are working with is more important, (for 

example), if multinationals don’t like your works, you cannot get success with the backup of 

multinationals, I, in turn, feel more comfortable to work with local companies.” 

As these views emphasized, multinationals and local companies do have some differences, and these 

differences from a firm-centricity viewpoint may be very interesting to approach deeply. But these 

differences are not so significant in the case that the firms are not the focus in this paper. Instead, 
because of the irreplaceability of some functions that these collecting societies have in the music 

industry, how they participate in the global production network of music is the core of this research. 

As the section of reductionist value flows has revealed, well-established non-profit collecting societies 

play roles as much important as the firms do in the ecosystem of music production. These institutions 

are affecting the music industry in Stockholm, and simultaneously guarding the development of the 

industry towards the healthier one. Their strategic participation is benefiting for all of interest groups 

in the music industry. For music creators, as one respondent A1 told, 

“No…I think most of my incomes are royalties now which are acquired from STIM, though 

sometimes I also produce music and get some money from that. They (STIM and the likes) 

are really important for the industry and us nowadays.”  

And another younger respondent A2 who has been working as a music creator for four years asserted, 

“The thing is the royalty system works in a weird way, especially when you work with such 

a distant market as I am, for royalties from Japan or South Korea actually get to Sweden, it 

takes proximately two years, because it has to travel from different companies back forward 

for the time …… but in the long-round, it’s the royalty being the large part of my 

income.….. (is the royalty important for you?) definitely, definitely…… it is an accelerating 

thing, the songs you have, the more things you will actually take from it.”   

For music users, as product and business manager Fanny klüft-Nerell at Puls & Träning8 argued, 

“STIM and SAMI are a hygiene factor in the gym industry. It was the same at my last 

workplace. You count how many classes you have per year, how many square meters of 

space there are, and then you pay. I think it is super important that those who wrote the 

songs and in front of them get their share of the cake, it is about doing the right thing.” 

(Secondary Interview Materials from STIM Website, 2019)   

Addition to these views, one expert9 who is working at one of the collecting societies in Stockholm 

closely with the major music publishing companies explained, 

“The simple answer to the question (why do the music publishers need you?) is simply that 

regardless of the size (large or small), music publishers would never be able to license all 

customers in one territory, in all the music areas, (for instance,) TV, radio, live, internet, 

background music etc. The simplicity of just registering a work at our organization (a work 

                                                      
8A Swedish chain gym company, which has over 80 gyms in Sweden with over 40000 members (Puls & 

Träning Website, 2019). 

9 The expert, who answered me some questions, yet cannot accept an interview due to schedule, so he is 

not included in the list of interviewees. 
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that they themselves may have 36% of 100%) results in 4 major settlements per year, and 

some extra occasionally.”  

All these words, combining with the unfolded manifestations of collecting societies in value creation, 

enhancement, and capture in the former chapter, demonstrate that these collecting societies have 

irreplaceable functions within the royalty system of the music industry in Stockholm, and the music 

industry in Stockholm can be operationalized well because of their participation. In virtue of the GPN 

analytical framework, the functions and roles of institutions within GPNs can be put at the centre of 

the stage in economic-geographic research.  

 

Regional institutions are of importance because they can provide the ‘pipeline’ that transports global 

capital and vents regional potentials (Coe et al, 2004). The process between regional institutions and 

GPNs in this research is named as the strategic participation, as depicted in Figure 7. The process of 

strategic participation can be explained as a process of mediating local aesthetic labours and firms 

(both local firms and multinationals’ subsidiaries) into the global production network of music led by 
regional institutions and their international networks, and particularly in a node of global production 

network of music. To universally define, the process of strategic participation can be defined as a 

process of mediating local labours and firms into GPNs led by related regional institutions and their 

international networks. To clarify, the notion of ‘regional’ institutions is not necessarily seen as only 

institutions which are geographically from the region or only operating in the region, but also includes 

local arms of national or supranational bodies, and extra-local institutions that affect activities within 

the region (Coe & Hess, 2010; Coe & Yeung, 2015).  

 

This process of strategic participation offers channels and opportunities for GPNs to transfer value, 

and for regional industries to capture value beyond the interactions between firms. For regional 

labours in creative industries, it also means a way of enhancing and capturing the value of their 

creative products. The process of strategic participation usually involves collective power and 

institutional power. Involved collective power is mostly formulated by regional interest groups and 

sometimes multinationals also participate in to formulate this collective power for its own interest. 

Institutional power is more likely from inter-institutional interactions and institutions’ mutual 

construction. Because of the involvement of regional institutions, the process of strategic participation 

usually shows strong features of territorial embeddedness. This territorial embeddedness can, for 

example, manifest on the nature of regional institutions. When it refers to the nature of collecting 

societies, as the view pointed out by one of the interviewees I6 who is working as a strategy analyst, 

“There is an interesting thing that actually we are a non-profit organization, we are not 

making profits from our participation in the industry. But we can make huge profits if we 

want, and as I know, there are some PROs in other countries, they actually make profits 

from their service. That is so different. And we are actually non-government organization, 

though people will say the government must also be involved if you go out and ask people 

on the street since it is a very lucrative business in their mind.” 

And as another informant I3, who is from a different institution with I6, responded to the same theme 

that,  

“I don’t know why we are a non-profit organization, why we do not make profits from it, I 

guess because it is a traditional way that Swedes operate such a business.” 

To sum up these views and from a more economic-geographic perspective, the difference of the 

natures of collecting societies in different countries partly stems from the difference of social 

consciousness, cultural formation and political systems between different countries, though how and 

through which these collecting societies were founded and formulated also partly determine their 

natures and operation strategies. And because of regional institutions’ international collaboration, the 

process of strategic participation also carries some features of network embeddedness, the level of 

carrying network embeddedness however considerably depends on the level of regional institution’s 

international networks. Higher the level of network embeddedness and stronger the institutional power 
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of regional institutions, more effective the process of strategic participation. Furthermore, the process 

of strategic participation has some unique features. First, it is strategic because this participation is 

consciously coined mostly for greater collective interest, instead of individuals’ or firms’ private 

interest resulting in that this strategic participation is usually not for profit, though it can generate 

profits for regional institutions. Second, the participation implies regional institutions barely directly 

involve the course of value creation, though they do help to create value indirectly. Mostly, the 

process of strategic participation only occurs in the course of value enhancement and capture. Third, 

the scale and scope of this strategic participation are extremely influenced by global legislative 

environment and particular market’s legislation. One example can be illustrated from the case of 

Stockholm is that, as I3 responded to the question about their international collaboration networks, 

“We try to find more countries to agree with. Yes, we are trying to reach out to other 

countries, and they are also contacting us. And sometimes, also like treaties (can affect this 

matching and collaborative process), for instance, if a country signs a treaty, like the Rome 

Convention, we (then) have the possibility to collect from that country. So, it also depends 

on if the country has signed a treaty or not.”  

Indeed, the international order and inter-state relationships can indubitably impact on the scale and 

scope of strategic participation. After all, there are still various degrees of articulating into GPNs in 

different nodes. Fourth, the effectiveness of strategic participation can be influenced by competitive 

conditions that regional institutions have and also global trends, like technical upgrade and 

digitalization, that will be briefly discussed in later sections. One notable example from the case of the 

music industry in Stockholm, in this regard, is that, regarding answering how to cope with new global 

trends and changes on legislation STIM wrote in its annual report that,  

“The music industry is a constantly changing market, offering great possibilities, but also 

new competition, which. In turn, requires STIM to adapt its business practices. One way to 

become stronger in global competition is through strategic collaboration. For this reason, 

STIM has cooperated with the British PRS for Music and the German GEMA to form ICE, 

which is a collaboration for cross-border licensing and the management of music rights in 

Europe. The formation of ICE was an important strategic choice to meet the prevailing 

global changes and to gain strength through solidarity. The ICE cooperation gives us a 

strong bargaining position in comparison with the large international players in the market, 

enables a smooth licensing solution that covers several territories and creates economies of 

scale with efficient data processing and documentation of works.” (STIM Annual Report 

2017, 2018) 

Undoubtedly, competitive conditions, as well as the territorial embeddedness and global trends, in a 

sense, can affect regional institutions’ operation strategies resulting in different levels of performance 

of strategic participation. Therefore, by understanding these unique features, it is obvious that the 

process of strategic participation differs from region to region. More distinct the regions in terms of 

cultural, social, economic and political conditions, more different these unique features of the process 

of strategic participation in particular regions, more different the process of strategic participation. 

These features also imply that strategic participation can also be something bad for the GPNs in 

particular places. For instance, if lack of democracy and transparency, regional institutions may exist 

corruption that would steal the value of production from the market and fulfil personal interest. One 

evidence can be found in the music industry in Stockholm is the story between SAMI and its previous 

president, which may not necessarily be corruptive issues, but did cause the damage of its members a 

lot (SAMI Annual Report 2016, 2017). 

Unpredictable Synergy 

When discoursing the relationships between GPNs and regional development, Coe & Hess (2010) 

incorporated technology into the category ‘regional assets’ (See the original figure, Coe & Hess, 

2010), classified technology as one of regional assets which can facilitate regional development and 

described the process between regional assets and GPNs as strategic coupling. It is not necessarily 
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seen as a wrong description in analysing regional development because technology does affect the 

process between regional assets and GPNs, but it is a little take-for-granted to consider technology as 

regional assets in analysing the development of particular industries in given territories. In fact, 

Henderson et al. (2002) discoursed some time ago that technology, as one of globalization’s drivers, 

affects the processes of value creation in different places, and transforms the means by which power is 

exercised, and ICT is considerably seen as an innate element of GPNs, underlying the development 

and maintenance of networks. In addition to that, technology can also influence the agents’ 

possibilities of embedding in and disembedding from particular networks and territories, and in this 

case, agents also include all kinds of regional institutions (Henderson et al., 2002). Indeed, technology 

is an element that exists over particular territorial scales and the evolution of technology is better to be 

seen as a global trend. However, the inter-industrial synergies effect can be seen as regional assets, as 

shown in Figure 7. 

 

After conceptualizing the process of strategic participation, it is more requisite to distinguish the 

difference between technology and inter-industrial synergies than ever before. Because as mentioned, 

major global trends like technical upgrade and digitalization can affect the effectiveness of the process 

of strategic participation, technology is not suitable to be only discoursed under regional assets any 

more. One significant example is that for regional institutions, these technical upgrade and 

digitalization can be required through strategic collaboration with their international counterparts who 

own better technological measures, also be obtained by internationally collective construction or 

mutual sharing, these can be found evidence in the previous section where I introduce the collecting 

societies in Stockholm. That means technology, which helps to develop local industries or even 

regional economic growth, is not necessary as regional assets, instead, a global source or trend in the 

long-term perspective. Notwithstanding, how particular inter-industrial synergies effect impacts on the 

development of the music industry in Stockholm has not been explicitly scrutinized in this paper, as 

unfolded by Power & Jansson (2004) about synergies effect between ICT and Music industries in 

Stockholm, these inter-industrial synergies have profoundly transformed and are continuously 

changing the music industry in Stockholm, and even the structure of the global production network of 

music. And these inter-industrial synergies, which essentially stem from the regional industrial 

structure, cannot be utilized by other regions. Therefore, inter-industrial synergies can be seen as one 

of the regional assets in the GPN analytical framework. The effect of the transition and development 

of the local ICT industry to the global production network of music which needs to be further studied 

is thus defined as unpredictable synergy here. The synergy effect sounds a good thing for the music 

industry in Stockholm, as demonstrated by Power & Jansson (2004) and briefly illustrated in the 

paper. And it is also positive for the regional development of Stockholm indeed. The positive 

outcomes can be observed in many aspects. Firstly, with the mutual development of the music industry 

and the ICT industry in Stockholm, streaming music is likely the prevailing way that more and more 

population are using to listen to music and consume relating productions, that expand the scale of the 

market in practice. Particularly, because Nordic music is appreciated by people worldwide through 

mainly streaming music platforms and also some other ways, aesthetic labours in Stockholm are 

demanded and thus increasing, the total output value of the local music industry is getting enhanced. 

Besides, the burgeoning music-tech industry in Stockholm brings new opportunities to the regional 

economy, since the music-appreciated milieus can inspire local entrepreneurs to start up around the 

music industry, including developing digital tools for producing music and producing hardware 

equipment (e.g. headphones) for appreciating music. These positive outcomes can be supported by the 

previous discourse of the music industry in Stockholm in this paper. In spite of that, this unpredictable 

synergy can however possibly bring a disruptive reverse to the local industry that should be kept in 

mind. Even though this part of unpredictable synergy should be further studied, there are some clues 

which can manifest the dark side of this synergy effect. As I3 carefully narrated about Spotify’s new 

business domain ‘Soundtrack Your Brand’, 

“Usually they sell their service to customers that we already have. The difference is that 
these customers, perhaps they use radio or CD or illegal private Spotify application. 

Actually, they don’t want to deal the customers with us, as we already have the customers. 
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But it is, of course, a good service for the customers to be able to do their own playlist. 

Normally they already pay for us before. The problem is these service that provides buyout 

music that we cannot collect money from. That is another story, then they say to our 

customers to take these musical works instead, so they don’t need to pay to collecting 

societies. So, you can say some companies are our friends and some are our enemies.” 

As I5 narrated the influence of digitalized music market in another strand that,  

“Big actors like YouTube and Spotify become so dominant on the market that they can set 

their own conditions and remuneration to the musicians leading to minimum pay, basically 

so that they can survive on it. But the musicians still have to be on these channels in order to 

make themselves known, so that they can still exist as a musician.” 

As one creation of these inter-industrial synergies in Stockholm, Spotify has achieved huge success 

across the world. But as shown by these conversations, it could also disturb the regular music market, 

lower the value of music and the income which music creators can eventually get for its own interest 

to some extent right now or in the future. Therefore, although inter-industrial synergies are seemingly 
positive in the case of Stockholm, I define their effect on the regional industry’s development as 

unpredictable synergy. 

Discussion and Conclusion 

As mentioned in the literature review, the way to simply incorporate the functions of institutions as the 

supplementary into the process of strategic coupling in the GPN analytical framework leads to the 

insufficiency of the conceptualization of the interactions between institutions and GPNs, that makes 

the research of the roles of institutions in GPNs rare and seemingly less important in previous GPNs 

literature. In addition, the previous literature prefers to have artiste and recording company centred 

views in researching the global music industry, that omits a fact that the participation of institutions is 

significant for all of interest groups in the ecosystem of music products. Even though some scholars 

have noticed the need of a holistic system approach to further study the music industry, there was a 

lack of such holistic approaches in exploring the global music industry previously. This study set out 

to revisit the roles of institutions in GPNs and to bring the GPN approach into the research of the 

music industry in economic geography, by addressing what functions and roles of institutions are 

playing in the global production network of music, and how institutions affect the value flows of the 

global production network of music, and the development of the music industry in a given territory.  

 

Several findings can be summarized from the case study here. In 2017, one quarter of the total revenue 

of the Swedish music industry is the copyright revenue captured by collecting societies, that illustrates 

the importance of collecting societies in capturing the value of music products in the music industry in 

Stockholm. In addition, about one fifth of the total revenue of the industry is the foreign revenue, and 

among the foreign revenue, half of it is the copyright revenue collected by regional institutions that 

further demonstrates the importance of regional institutions in capturing value of music products is 

even more significant in foreign markets than in the domestic market. Furthermore, even though 

regional institutions barely directly participate in initially creating value in the local music industry, 

they indirectly enhance the possibilities of value creation. Most significantly, regional institutions 

directly dedicate to enhancing and capturing the value of music products in the music industry, though 

it is important to bear in mind that it might be difficult to observe the completely same functions and 

roles of regional institutions in traditional industries. Worthy to mention, most of captured value, 

distributed by regional institutions to local labours or used by regional institutions in a way of 

incentives to further promote the local music industry, significantly remains in the local level. That 

convincingly contributes to the future growth and development of the local music industry. These 
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results are very encouraging, because they have critical implications for revisiting the roles and 

functions of institutions in GPNs and further conceptualizing the interactions between regional 

institutions and GPNs, and they also demonstrated that the strategic participation of institutions in the 

music industry can be illustrated by using a holistic system approach.  

 

To summarize, through the case study of the music industry in Stockholm, Sweden, a node of the 

global production network of music, in this study I have truly brought institutions into the spotlight 

with the GPN approach perspective. Through introducing what collecting societies are doing and 

drawing up a picture of reductionist value flows of the royalty system in the music industry in a given 

place, strategic functions and roles of regional institutions, particularly collecting societies in the case 

of Stockholm, have been exhibited. By narrating what has been informed in interviews, I have further 

demonstrated that collecting societies have irreplaceable functions within the royalty system of the 

music industry in Stockholm, and the music industry in Stockholm can be preferably operationalized 

because of their participation. Consequently, I have defined the processes of the interactions between 

regional institutions and GPNs as the process of strategic participation, and also conceptualized the 

process of strategic participation by discoursing its features and implications in the GPN analytical 

framework. Additionally, I have argued that technology is an element that exists over particular 

territorial scales embedded in GPNs, the evolution of technology is seen as a global trend that 

influence GPNs continuously, and the existence of inter-industrial synergies is seen as one of the 

regional assets in the GPN analytical framework. 

 

The contributions of this study have been to confirm in several aspects. First, for GPNs literature, the 

conceptualization of the process of strategic participation, carried out in this paper, successfully filled 

up the theoretical gap in the GPN approach that the processes between regional institutions and GPNs 

are seen as complementary interactions behind the process of strategic coupling, yet without any clear 

conceptualized discourse. By originally conceptualizing the process of strategic participation occurred 

between regional institutions and GPNs within the GPN analytical framework, this study will trigger 

more and more attention and efforts from the advocates of GPNs and economic geographers in 

researching the place of institutions in GPNs by using the GPN approach. This conceptualization also 

contributes to a deeper understanding of GPNs and extra-firm actors therein, and a more well-

established GPN approach which could help us comprehend more and more GPNs in the 

contemporary global economy. Clarifications of the role of technology and regional assets in this 

paper will help future researchers to avoid misunderstanding some discourses in previous GPNs 

literature. Second, for researching the music industry in the near future, the study introduced a holistic 

network approach to the field of researching the music industry and systematically illuminated the 

roles of institutions, particularly collecting societies, in the music industry, that have never been done 

before. Accordingly, the study contributes to our understanding of the more and more globalized 

music industry under the evolutionary ICT technology, and the roles of institutions therein. This 

dimension of contribution can also employ to research of wider creative and cultural industries, 

because the music industry is frequently viewed as a bellwether for the wider creative economy 

(Watson, 2015). Third, this paper appeals more interest groups (e.g. local policymakers, aesthetic 

labours) to pay more attention to the operation of collecting societies and wider regional related 

institutions. Not only does their operation need public participation, but also require social 

supervision, because as emphasized in this paper the process of strategic participation can possibly be 

negative if there is lack of democracy and transparency in the operation of regional institutions. Forth, 

for individuals and the society, this paper calls stronger public awareness of copyright and sound 

knowledge of the existence and nature of collecting societies, because in music industry these 

collecting societies strategically participate in transferring, enhancing, and capturing value of music 

products that eventually is established upon copyright legislation and the social awareness of 

copyright. The society where stronger public awareness of copyright exists, the interest of aesthetic 

labours can be better supported resulting in a better creative economy and more creative and cultural 

atmosphere. More generally, this study is also meaningful concerning urban and regional planning 

issues, because this type of economic-geographical knowledge about the GPN approach can help 
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regional planners build up a comprehensive understanding of the present regional industries that 

makes them formulate regionally specific policies better and enact a better regional development plan, 

fully considering regionally economic, social and cultural issues. In detail, this paper also asks 

regional planners to rethink about using urban space for musical scenes to form a creative and cultural 

atmosphere in the region, and to continuously examine the present industrial advantages to generate 

conditions for inter-industrial synergies in order to create, enhance and capture more value of certain 

regional industries in the region during their planning processes. 

 

Nevertheless, even though the case of the music industry in Stockholm in this paper can be seen as a 

perfect example which denotes strategic functions and roles of institutions in the global production 

networks of music, and I have defined the processes between regional institutions and GPNs as the 

process of strategic participation and given a certain degree of discourse to this conceptualization, 

there are still many points at issue which have not been solved due to the limitation of this paper and 

should be further studied. First, as mentioned, the nature of these collecting societies, in fact, differs 

from territory to territory, therefore the process of strategic participation that can be observed in the 

music industry in other territories should be further researched. And if applicable a comparison of the 

functions and roles of these collecting societies between in Sweden and in other territories can be 

made in order to further study the effectiveness of their participation regarding their different natures. 

Second, it is also observed in the music industry in Stockholm that most of the institutions relating to 

the music industry in Sweden are concentrated in Stockholm, particularly, all of collecting societies set 

up their offices only in Stockholm. Where to locate offices, and thus to exert and expand impacts is a 

crucial component of their operation strategies, therefore the relationship of the industrial structure, the 

geographic distribution of the music industry in question, the size of national/regional music industry 

and how the collecting societies choose locations of their offices is of interest to be researched by 

economic geographers, because understanding the relationship will help us to know more details about 

the process of strategic participation. All of these represent the territorial embeddedness (sometimes, 

also societal embeddedness, for example, some small territories only have foreign collecting societies, 

instead of their own ones.) that institutions inevitably are carrying. Third, another matter from my 

observation is that there is no direct competition between collecting societies, though with some 

conflicting interests (Power, 2003), in the business of collecting compensation from music users on 

behalf of either music creators, music performers or music publishers and record companies in the 

music industry in Stockholm, and even in Sweden. But in other countries, in some cases there is a 

competition in the business area, for instance, in the USA all of BMI, ASCAP and SESAC are 

representing composers and songwriters to collect compensation of the use of music works. If the 

competitive environment is needed in the business area is questionable and in which conditions these 

institutions can be more effective and efficient is worthy to study, because the effectiveness and 

efficiency of regional institutions can significantly affect the process of strategic participation, the 

lives of workers who earn a living from the industry, and also the development of the industry in the 

given places. To study more about the relationship of the performance and the natures of regional 

institutions, as well as the operation strategy they are using, the competitive conditions they are facing 

thus enables to refine the characteristics of the process of strategic participation, because more 

intricate competitive relationships among or between institutions and firms also imply more 

complicated network embeddedness of regional institutions. Even though many of these issues have 

been raised in this paper, but there is obviously no comparison conducted in this paper yet. In order to 

explore the process of strategic participation further, comparisons of the nature or the territorial 

embeddedness, the competitive conditions of institutions in different regions should be conducted. 

Besides, the new definition of unpredictable synergy should be further debated. 

 

In conclusion, even though this study has made a significant step of conceptualizing the process of 

strategic participation within the GPN analytical framework, it is just a starting point and beginning to 

fully uncover the ice berg of such a process. There is a need to observe more and more cases and 

industries where institutions play such roles as similar as the ones observed in the music industry in 

Stockholm, Sweden. These future observations will underpin and improve the conceptualization of 
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strategic participation originally formulated in this paper. And if applicable, a comparative study of 

regional institutions in different nodes within the same GPN should be conducted in order to know 

more details of the process of strategic participation with the GPN approach perspective. Last but not 

least, even though researching about institutions is still a relatively new direction in GPNs study, it is 

not a novel viewpoint in some other fields. For instance, in some sustainability studies, scholars have 

studied governance and change management issues that considerably involve institutions as well, 

particularly international standards organizations. To learn from these strands, GPNs scholars can have 

an opener view to further study one of the organic components of GPNs, institutions, and refine the 

conceptualization of strategic participation. 
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